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The Ciserlvo Clipper

COME TO "THE SUNSHINE STATE.'
II you want flic Wealthiest
climate,

Where the pleasant breezes blow.
Just pack your grip for a farewell
And me to iLW MEXICO. trip.
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Cuervo, Quadalupe County,
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half rate on feed stuff to farmers given by the railroads enables
Wiest to make a reduction of 25 cents per sackon corn
an(j oats.
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We have just received a nice line if Ginghams
and have on hand a complete assortment Calicoes,
Ginghams, & Outings WHICH we A$E OFFERING AT THE following GREATLY reduced orices--

All

GINGHAMS will go during this sale
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OUTINGS
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25c per yard- I

A 30c
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AlbCallicoes will go during this sale at six yards for $1.00. We are also
giving coupons with each cash purr
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QUiLITY STORE,
elicit vviiitii win eiiuueyuu io ti nice
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premium.
CUERVO - NEW MEXICO.
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that caved iu during tjie wet pell, bole so hard tiat
iy beliy was
C. A. Brian ami wife had. Uisi-ues- s gore for a week, lJut about three
iil'tbe CJ'PPtr f'fljcs yester day Irom trjen, hcu the Allien-cm- s
got .everything ready, they,
day.
Joe Fossett traded in Cuervd put tlie tiiiisuing touch to the
Wolf, 1 will co?e thjs and.
yenterday.
write you moreaoxt time. As ever,

it,

t
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II K Clipper' circulation extends all
over the l!. S. from oi eau to ocean;
ami i only one dollar per yaar in advance.
TRY
Clipper VU llring You liuainesa
OM: him! SEE! Mil' IS DO YOUU
KUl IMtlN'TIN'ii.
liamlli- enri'lont. etc

Mexico, Friday, April 4, I9iy.

i"WWAxwwwvtx,lx,tx,w (3)wWM''x,tstw,',lWX,tH,'
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from Bill Harbin.

k"Yo'ur friend,
Cook William li.
Harbin,

2nd Supply Train,
Company D, A.E.F

Co, D, 2nd Supply Train,
A.J2.F,, Ncuwied, Gcrinauy,
March 1st, JPlil.
Dear Eniniett: I am writing yon
these lew linen in answer to your
letter. .1 was glad to hear from
you. I still remain- in the name
place that I was in when ! wrote
you before. I will lot you know
when I leave here, but I
hope my
next move will be to the stales. I
have lieen iu all these towns near
here. This sure is a pretty country
here 011 the Kbiue.

Wet Weather.
'

large raia mid llaile storm,
which was equal to a
ruin,
fell in Cuervo au'tl
vicinity, Tuesday evening.
In a portion of the
country west of town, the hail was
lurgw. and covered the ground an
inch deep.
"Old timers" i.iv that.
good ci'op prospects wero ntvep
bfivhter. t It nearly every
Well, Emmett, 1 will try and
around Cuervo, fanning is
wrile you about some of the fun I
had over here; if you want to call in lull Ilium.
it fun. I was in many close plueesj
MEN GET
ana I will tell you about one that FIVE
CROIX DE GUERRE
happened just beforo the war ended
when we had our last Wg drive. Of Two Lateat
t Receive Great
We iMished our trucks ahuut four
Honor, On. Wounded by Shell.
miles liom the front lines, and the
According io a cnMngrnm from
Germans got range on us with their Krnnea Henry Vlmrton flf ChOHtnut
airplanes, but at first they were Hill. riillmh'Iphln, Pa .tli president
of a conl
shootniR over us; and it was sure Bait on V. comiumy (n that city, sad .
Johnson,
rwl satute lnno,
funny io hear those
((bells of Detroit, Mich., both .m. VA.
In Franco, have bcdalecyirBt-oil
(o over and burst a half of i milo workers
with tlie troll do amen.
from us; Thev wero iusl waia'imr
"
r JVIsiln himself prowuted them, i Tholr
powder and steel; but by the way ueeoruupns uirrwwpfl to 1)V( thn pum-Iof Y, M. U i, wrkenj 'rwelvtng
they droppeU their eWations and
tlio eroli do guerre,
v.
,,'
went to shooting right at us. and
Tliolr cltatlouR, which' wori Rlwn to
they were sure sending a nlentv too. them ot general licndnunrterR, Cum.
I was Btaoding about ten feet from tncndPd (lie two for their work tinder
Klwll Are with flio Twentr-slxtiiivi.
a Cottonwood tree. We could hear
nlon, iinil ospoelnlly mentioned tholr
the report of their guns before we "wal nnd devottnn In
currying aid to
could hear the shells coming; but the wounded wilder
violent
bomharrlniont."
were awfully d
.close together.
Both men hnv followed thplr rlM
When I heard ttoetfun I fell on my slon, which hua tiwn In the thickest
"
CiihllnK, to aoveml fronts TIm,r'
ml if "that; " shrill w
wiry ana G
didn't hit rignt iu the top of that worked hs tretcliir bearM-i- t In thJ
Toul Beotor, at Chateau Thlerr flllfl In
tree, And I thought my time had tlie Argonne woods. Xhelr
job was to)
comu at last; the limbs, bark, and carry me wounded through th(J
wood fell a!l over me- -I didn't trciiehea, often sevoral hundrl yards.
uutll It wiih
to leave thn
know whether I was killed or not trench for Mio posslhle
road, where they put
for a few seconds, but I got up and thorn on atretchors and carried them
shuck myself and started for a hole under flro to the drcsHlnir Rtntlnn
Whllo cnRUKed In this
Inst!
which I had located about thirty fouimer Mr. Johnson was work
wounded hy
yards Irom me. Just as 1 got to it eliell fragments and forced to upend
here came another one of those two week In the hospital. He re.
celveel his former citation for his
shells, so I hit the bottom of that aervlces at this time.
A
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Pleasure And Profit

Physician and Surgeon,
SANTA ROSA, NEW MEXICO

s
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The Santa Rosa State Bank,
New

Ikxioo.

IN THE PAST
YOU FOUND US READY AND PREPARED TO
ACCOMMODATE .YOU IN OUR LINE.

IN THE FUTURE
YOU WILL FIND IIS. MORE READY AND
PREPARED TO SERVE YOU THAN EVER.
WE ARE RESOLVED TO PLEASE., i

MOISE

BROS. COJVIPANV
ROSA, N. MEX.
I

I

The Lontlnued SUiry of Local Ads,
ana Current Events In and around
Cuervo.

Eloy Chaves y Arse on submitted
final proof on his homestead here,
before Judge Harbin, Wednesday.
Teodoro Gonzales and Trancjuilmo
banchez were sed as his witness
es.
Charles W. Hester made final
proof on his claim, here before J
F. Harbin, Wednesday. Milton
E. imith and Louis E. Smith
were his witnesses.
Uncle Lon 'Osborne was here
on business, yesterday.
He said
that his horse Rot in his kitchen,
knocked the table ovor and broke
all his dishes.
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S. J. T. Pepper.
,
Mrs. Jim Skinner is in the hos- pitat at Tucumcari for medica

treatment.
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Santa Rosa

formerly conducted by V. F.
Weatberbee and have moved the
entire stock to the Cash Store. I
also have the accounts due W. P

r.i,

NOTHING ADDS MORE TO YOUR
APPEARANCE THAN A BANK BOOK SUP-

is

have

settle same, or pay him when you
meet him. Call m
'"
1. t..,..
" ih
JWK

LOCAL

BY

I

the Kawleifjli business

Calls answered day or nightareiudebtedt0 tinJ

Are insured when you do your banking
business with us. It will be a source of con-- ,
m
pteaSurd and prclit to both '?yuii and 'us if
you MAKE OUR BANK YOUR HANK.

PLIED

h

the public
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(alien over

J, E. Bray and family were business visitors at this office
today.
H. M. Woodward and
had business in Cuervo
today.
The wrecker was here first ol
week hoisting fooka out of the cuts
Joe-Tuc-
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contract let within week
contract let within week
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RAHGER-BOOriSLAN- D

Juan Sena was in town, yester
day. He is employed by Bond &,
Wiest as out slde-ma-
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OIL & REFINING COMPANY,
Dan Waggoner Bldg., Fort Worth, Texas. CM'ITAL 750
0()0 ' Oil.
00
''
Revenue From Oil Pledged For Monthly Dividend.

i

X

Three practical aid thoro oil men are a
Money invested in producing oil companies
Baley was among those
part
such prollts an to make thorn almost
return
of
the
on
here
business yesterday.
management ol this company. This
unbelievable.
To tilk with a successlul inis
far sighted enough to associate
A. C. Cain had business in Cuercompany
is to arouse in any man or womn
vestor
men
such
of
KNOWN AlilLITY AND Kl PE
vo, yesterday, He said that he
keen desire to txtTcite their
JUDGEMENT WHOSE KNOWLEDGE
had received word to the affect that
judgment to
a like investment.
mako
IS A GUARANTEE OF SUCCESS. As
After reading the
Clark Tuckness was seriously ill in
facts set forth your judgement will command
evidence of this fact they have
the city of Constantinople.
wisely selected
your application and investment. Fill in tho
and acquired the leases as described above.
W..T. Gragg was in town after a
application below attached lor your con vcniiun
load of leed, yesterday.
He stated
REFINERY TO BE BUILT WHEN PRODUCriON
that he lost six head of cattle durIS SECURED
2W BETTER BUY NOW THAN WISH YOlf HAD t
.
ing the recent cold rains.
It is reported that an oil com I;
t0 be 8afe thai1 sonT
""less you buy Ranger-Roc- k
Island Oil
pany has purchased lOo acres of
Rejimufr Company you will regret it. This is absolutely the buy
land ntar here, on which they will
you have been
a lifetime for. We have one of the best oil
waiting
drill in the near future.
propositions in the Texas
u U11 HieJds and can back up every word we
say.
J. C. Bailey was among those
who graced the streets of Cuervo,
J
a 3
APPLICATION BLANK
yesterday.
Rangcr-RocUhti Oil & Refining- Co., Capital 1750,000; Share. $1 ca. h fully ..aid and
. .
H. L. Potter of Variadero, was
r
t.(tL
lwin.aaypiuiihlja
-. ILvn,a fill!
uaa waggoner
.2 3
4
vi.;c uu
lildg., I ort Worth,Texais
here on business, Wednesday,
check-draEneloed j. ,y
fr I
fur wllich
-- end
a i S
m your company far
B. B. Howard was a pleasant
share., your ca,,iuU,, k. I undcrs,al,d ,l,r,r
harea .art.,.p.te iu all ihe Company ow own. and
6h
a jh
caller at the Clipper office, Wednea-di- y
,.y hereafter acquire.
S
U
5
A
NAME
e
to have the paper sent to him
2
S 3,
0
O a
S 2 S
at Variadero.
ADDRESS
C. C.

THE WAR IS OVER
and the time has come when people
profitable times.

.

PEACE IS HERE
and to Insure a lastiua peace It Is
but natural that you start a bank g
account, with a bank UNDER. GOVERNMENT

SUPERVISIONS.

The first Rational Bank,
SANTA ROSA, NEW MEXICO.
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Mrs. Betty Gunst has returned
from an extended visit to Pueblo
Colo., and. Clayton, N. M.
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Make all Check. Payable to the Ranger lWk Inland Oil
NOTR--N- 0
aalea made lcaa than $10.
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CUEBVtiJLIPPER.

TORPEDOED TRANSPORT COVINGTON SINKING

DESERT

FOR

MANY

REASONS

Every Soldier Who Flees the Colors
Times of Pease Is Not Neces-

7

BACKACHE, KIDNEY
AND BLADDER TROUBLES

GOOD-BY- E

In

sarily Disloyal.

For centuries all over the world
reversion to peace is welcomed GOLD
MEDAL Haarlem Oil has afIn
a
oy most men, but there is
group
relief In thousands upon thouforded
the army and navy posted as desertsands of cases of lame back, lumbago,
ers who must be uneasy in their minds.
sciatica, rheumatism, gallstones, grav
Desertion in the army Implies ab- el and all other affections of tne Kisence without leave for 22 days, and dneys, liver, stomach, bladder and alentails a
If the Individ lied organs. It acts quickly. It does
the work. It cleanses your kidneys
ual Is reclaimed, says a writer In
and purifies the blood. It makes a
Answers.
or you. it
In time of vnt It was a serious busl- - new man, a new woman,
off attacks of the
oess, nnd a mnn risks his life almost frequently wards
dread and fatal diseases of the kidas much by running away from dun- neys. It often completely cures the
as
er
by running into it.
diseases of the organs of
distressing
But in peace times there Is some the body allied with the bladder and
times an element of humor In desert- kidneys. Bloody or cloudy urine, sedion from the forces.- - Men run away iment, or "brlokdust" IndlcaVe an untor such trivial reasons, sometimes healthy condition.
merely to Join another unit.
Do not delay a minute if your back
Men desert chiefly because they are
aches or you are sore across the loins
daily confronted by Irritating restrict- or have
difficulty when urinating. Go
ions, personal animosity of superior to your druggist at once and get a
or for private reasons.
Sometimes an attractive uniform
like thnt of a lancer regiment will
leduce an Infantryman.
I have In
mind a corporal who was chased by
The

m00"

a,n.i

court-marti-

Lon-flo-
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Torpedoed by a Hun miliiuurine July 2, while slie wai about 100 nil eg oft Urest hound fur the United State, tba
tninM)ort CovliiKlon luiuedliitely b'nan to itnk. Thla unusual phutograph, taken the next day, nhowi the Cuvlngton
lilting heavily, a short time before the end came.
I

HORATIUS HAD
NOTHING ON HIM
Ileal I,
seven, will see ber dnddy
Tony Held Mountain Pass When for the aged
first time in four years. CorAustrian Hordes Aporal Mike Iteall came back wearing
the Italian silver military medal for
ttacked It.
valor, the Italian war cross and two
wound stripes.
Wins War Cross.
Like Sergeant Ilruno, Corporal IteBODIES IN HEAPS ABOUT HIM
all left hla wife and family In Chicago
and hastened to repel the Austrlans
who threatened Italy In IMS. lie won
Stood Alt, Alone Working Sputtering
the war, cross a year Inter, when, afMachine Gun Until Italian Army
ter hnvlng his right leg broken by
ArrivedAnother Chicago Italshrapnel, he walked ten miles to det
ian
Valor.
Medal for
liver a message with which he had
been charged.
New York.
Out on Sixty-thirCorporal Iteall captured an Austri
atroet, Chicago, Tony Ilruno used to
wrnp hot toweU about inen'i fncee and
nbmit tho heneflta of a
aollloqulr.e
hnlr dln(tn. Thnt rm four year ago,
wrltpn C. V. Julian in the Chicago
Tribune, When Austrian hordes were
bulling agnlniit a rertnln tnoimtaln
pans In the Trentlno on the holding of
which depended (ho fnte of an Itnllun
battullon, thfre nlood, all nlone In the
London. Murders
of clergymen
o
piiKR, working a aimttorlng Italian
constitute the latest feature of bolgun, Tony Ilruno, barber on
shevik terror In Ilussla, saya Prof.
hird
atreet, Chicago.
Peter Strove, a distinguished Itumlan
Tony wondered whether the Italian
economist, who has escaped from Hus-l- a
army wai ever coming up to help him,
and arrived In England after hidIf
nd
It didn't well, Tony wondered
from the bolsheviki for months In
ing
who was going to buy mncnronl and
Moscow a fid after a long Journey on
rheesfl for the four little Urunoa ot 628
foot to reach safety in Finland.
West Twenty-eightatreet.
He wns compelled to disguise himHla Mind Relieved.
self to escape death at the hands of
Four hours later when Auatrlnn bod-l- o the adherents of Lenlne and Trotzky.
lay In heaps about Tony his mind Professor Strove wns representative
was relieved. The Italian army ar- from 1'etrogvnd In the second duma
rived, And now he's on his way home. nnd a member of the assembly con'
"Why, you're a regular Horatlus," voked by .Alexander F. Kerensky.
aid some one on the pier, who hnd
.Bishops Shot
Tn
learned the story of Tony and the
"Altogether ten bishops bud been
mountain pats.
shot and many priests murdered and
"Aw, uaw," said Ton'. "I'm Just a tho dean of Kazan cathedral
nayl his
lrber,"
two sons were drowned In the Neva
About tho time thnt there Is a wonby the red soldiers," said Professor
drous
nt the Ilruno home, Strove. "Nenr Kotlas, all tho monks
domestic cheer will also reign nt 1028 In one monastery were shot to denth.
West l'olk street, where little Ulnndn
Professor Kartasheff, minister of religion In Kerensky's government, who
has escaped Into Finland, says thnt
the present persecution of tho church
Tells Court He Wants
In Petrogrnd Is only comparable with
the persecution of the early Chris"That Copy In Hurry"
tians.
' "In Moscow all the shootings take
New fork.- - Ur.y, a brand
new
office boy of
place nt night, but In Petrogrnd the
n lorn I news association,
victims of the bolsheviki are shot In
wni
told seed was his Job. When
the afternoon In the courtyard of the
he was sent to tho federal court
headquarters tthe executive commisto "husllo that
sion nnd In order to drown the noise,
py to the office
It Is usual to start up the engines of
quick," ho dusted Ilrondway.
the motorcars which are waiting In
Hr.y dived Into Judge Mayer's
court beneath the arum of an
the vicinity.
officer.
Seymour Stedinnn wns
"At tho beginning of the bolshevik
nddivMtdng tho Jury. The assomovement I publicly expressed the
ciation reporter was writing. So
opinion that not even a Ucrmun would
was tho Judge.
hold converse with a bolshevik. As
Ixxy brushed pnst half a dosen
a Ilusslan constitutionalist it Is comlawyers nnd marched up the
pletely Inexplicable to me how any alsteps to tho bench. He was
lied government can contemplate disreaching out to touch the Judge's
cussion of any sort, In any circumfirm when Court Clerk Lenry
stances or at any plnce, with anyone
grubbed htm.
who culls himself a bolshevik.
"What do you want 7" asked
Complete Tyranny.
"Those who Imagine that there can
Iw.ry.
"1 want that copy, quick," rebe nny pact between the forces of civtorted the boy.
ilization nnd bolshevtsm have no conJudge Mayer glanced up, took
ception of the renl state of affair In
In the sltuutlon
nnd laughed.
Hussln. The most moderate form of
lr.r.y was steered to the proper
restoration of order and liberty In
place, dashed out and the trlul
ltussla would make the exlsteuce of
wns resinned.
bolshevlsm Impossible.
"ItotMhevism
Is complete tyranny,
W-in-

d

n

an machine gun
after
ranny of the men In his platoon had
been killed, by leaping Into the pit and
bombing the crew with some of their
own hand grenades, which he seized
military police In Aldershot two years
from
pile near by.
after the desertion, one of the M. P.'s
having known him In his former unit.
A man still living left the navy In
a hurry In 1874.
An officer had calbl
War Losses of France
him a liar, a charge he countered with
Put at $24,000,000,000
his fist, for which he was placed In
Irons. A fire on board that night gare
Paris. The budget committee
him his chance.
He roamed Australia
of the chamber of deputies has
until his ship went out of commission,
drawn up a report fixing the
when the charge automatically lapse!
Discontent with existing conditions
damages caused by the war In
Is a frequent cause of a man breakFrance, the total reaching
Of this amount
ing away. In 1915 a private who
$20,000,000,000 Is entailed by dibeld an army skilled trade certificate
rect dumuges and $4,000,000,000
was deputed to examine applicants for
by indirect damage through loss
special enlistment in that branch.
of Income or the impossibility
He prepared the tests and examined
on
work.
of carrying
the finished work.
Those who qualified were created
staff sergeants a week later, with pay
amounting to four times his own.
Ills repeated requests for promotion
were turned down, as he was a regular. While on leave he deserted, Joining another regiment immediately, and
after 18 months In Salonlki he was discharged under an assumed name with
heart trouble.
A kindly C. O. has been known to
which is absolutely Incompatible wltb
any form of ordered liberty and con- give an Incorrigible a few days' leave
stitutional government. It is entirely and a sovereign, with the advice to
false to say that bolBheviain Ii a popu- lose himself in the rosy times of
lar form of government If Trotsky peace.
would walk a verst through Moscow
he would be killed. No czar lived In
Chinese Foundling In Luck.
A Chinese baby named Anna Mt
greater terror of bis subjects than the
chiefs of the bolshevik government. chaelson became Anna Lee Chin
There was more law nnd Justice under Wore, legally adopted daughter of
serfdom thun under the bcjshevikl."
Chin H. Wore, wealthy proprietor of
a New York restnurant, by order-- of
Justice Cohalan In the supreme court.
TWELVE-FINGERECROOK
Incidentally the story of how the child
was saved from death in Infancy and
acquired the surname by which she
has been known, was disclosed. Ten
years ago Patrolman Mlchaelson wns
walking his beat In Chinatown when
his attention was attracted by the
piercing: wail of an Infant. In an alley anil barrel he found the Chinese
child, In no suit of clothing, and blue
with cold.
The policeman wrapped
the waif In his overcoat and took her
to the police station, whence she was
later taken to the New York Found
lings' hgme. At about the same time
the childless Chin H. Wore, who le
prospering in business, und bis white
wife visited the Institution in search
of an infunt for adoption.
Their
hearts went out to Anna Mlchaelson,
and they took the child home the
first Chinese girl legally adopted In
New York county.
single-hande-

Clergy Murdered
By the Bolsheviki

ma-rhin-

Sixty-t-

h

hoinn-couiln- g

twelve-yenr-ol-

IN THE SAME OLD HUN
The following asVichy, France,
tonishing communication was received
here by Mr. Lee Shlppcy, Y. M. C. A,
from American prisoners who have
Just arrived there from the Vllllngen
camp. They and other prisoners from
the enmp nt ltnstntt have little faith
In the change of tone of the Germans
and treat the communication as elm-plunother Insincere nnd treacherous
It consists of a
piece of propaganda.
message of tho commander of the
prisoners' camp of Vllllngen, linden,
to Mie American officers on their departure to Franco, on Tuesday, November 2l, and Is as follows:
"Sooner thun you eM'cted, your
dnT of liberation
has arrived.
In a
short lime you will bo buck again
with your own dear people In America. Tell them tbut the Cermun people has do more grievance ngulnst
tliciu.
Germany does not consider itself as conquered but as Conquering,
you cho see by the troops coming
back from Ihe front, becuuse It has
y

now Its own liberty.
"Now It Is your turn to give the
Cermun people a Just pence In the
peace terms which will give them lib-

erty, to live Justly and peacefully with
the world at large.
"We hope thnt you will reach your
home Kufely and find' everyone In good
health.
"I ngnln request you not to part
from (iermnny with hatred against us
and to influence your people to look
upon Germany as It Is now, not as It
bus been Judged, perhaps Justly, up to
the present time.
"The new nermnny tins the desire
to live In perfect peace with Its recent
;iO enemies, btit In the same manner
claims un honorable peace which will
give ber the possibility to live as
promised by President Wilson.
"Again hnpy returns home."
The stars thnt may be seen by the
naked eye la both hemispheres number
about 0,000.

box of Imported GOLD MEDAL Haar- lem Oil Capsules. They are pleasant
and easy to take. Each capsule contains about one dose of five drops.
Take them Just like you would any
pill. Take a small swallow of water
if you want to. They dissolve In the
stomach, and the kidneys soak up the
oil like a sponge does water. They
thoroughly cleanse and wash out the
bladder and kidneys and throw off the
inflammation which Is the cause of
the trouble. They will quickly relieve
those stiffened joints, that backache,
rheumatism, lumbago, sciatica, gallstones, gravel, "brlckdust," etc. They
are an effective remedy for all diseases of the bladder, kidney, liver,
stomach and allied organs.
Your
druggist will cheerfully refund your
money if you are not satisfied after a
few days' use. Accept only the pure,
original COLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
Capsules. None other genuine. Adv.

THE RIGHT WAY...
In

all cases of

Distemper, Pinkeye,
enza, Colds, etc.

Influ-

of all horses, brood mares, colts,
Ullions, Is to

"SP0III1 THEM"
On their tongue or In the feed out
Give the
Bpohn's Liquid Compound.
remedy to all ot them. It acts on the
blood and glands. It routs the disease
by expelling: the disease germs. It wards
on tne trouble no matter how they are
thing Injurious. A child can safely taker
It. Bold by druggists, harness dealers,
or sent express said by the manU'
faoturera, Special Aetata Waated,
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Western Canada

is as piafttabte as Grain Growinq

In Wntern Canada Grain Growing u a profit maker. Kaislni tattle.
Sheep and Hogs brings certain succeaa. It'a easy to prosper where too
can raise 20 to 45 bo. of wheat to the acre and buy on easy tcnaa

Land

r.

rv lit

D

at $15 to $30 Per Acre

Good Grazing Land at Much Less.
Railway and Land Comoaniea offer nnuaual induenita to hnmfc
in Western Canada and eniov her rjroanerit v. Loan. maAm
ukiri toaettle
of atock or other
can be had at low intereaL
for the

farming requirementa
purchase
The Government! of the Dominion and Provinces of Manitoba. Saakatcha
every encouragement to the farmer and ranchman.
You can obtain excellent land at low price, on easy terms, and get high prices
lor your dram, came, aneepana nope low taxes inone on &rxjuit3vur
schools, churches, splendid climate and sure crops.
For fflmtratod llteratan. niM. oescrtatfonof land, for Ml. h Hanleobt.

wan and Alberta extend

s

LV

Swltltehewan and Alberta, reduced raiinwd ntfee,
at Immigration. Ottawa, Cauda, or

etc, apply

to 8opnrintandlli

W. V. BENNETT, Room 4, Bee Building, OMAHA, NEB.
Canadian Government Agent
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Sewer Swallowed Auto.

During a recent heavy rain a considerable area .of a
Philadelphia street suddenly caved in, swalwell-pave-

When Uoniiio (Jluhluno was arin
raigned at police headquarters
New York for stealing a wrist watch,
he wns found guilty nnd sent to have
Ms finger prints made. Then It wai
discovered thnt his deftness of flngera
wan due to the fart that he hnd fiv
perfectly formed fingers on each band,
and a thumb, mnklng six fingers on
each bond.
Further Investigation
showed that he also had six toes on
each foot. It Is the first time In the
police department records that such
a case has presented itself. Oerado
proudly displays his fingers which unfortunately for hltn, proved his undoing.

.

lowing a heavy touring car which had
Just stopped at the curb. The owner
of the cdr stepped from It only a few
seconds before it dropped Into a bole
80 feet deep. The collapse of a
brick sewer, flooded beyond its
capacity, was the cause of the failure
of the pavement. A second heavy
storm Immediately following brought
another rush of water through the
broken drain. Although a guard wa
promptly thrown about the opening,
the car, which was lying on its side In
the crushed sewer, entirely disappeared without leaving a trace either In
the sewer or in the creek which receives Its outflow. Popular Mechanics
Magazine,
May Be Life on Venus.

From what we know of the surface
OIL ENRICHES WOUNDED YANK conditions and climates of the various
members of the solar system. Prof,
concludes
that
Curtis Boyle Returns From France to Svante Arrhenlus
Venus Is the only planet besides the
Find Gushing Well on
earth where life Is possible. Venus
His Farm.
Junction City, Kan. Unfitted by has a dense, warm atmosphere of high
With everything dripping
r
wounds to follow his
pursuit humidity.
of fnrmlng, Curtis Boyle, a soldier in wet, life near the equator should be
two armies, returned from France to luxuriant, though of low order on acHnd thnt during his nhsence
n nil count of the uniform climate and lack
well has been drilled on his fnrm near of need for specialization ; but nearer
Peabody, Kan., yielding (100 barrels a the poles the climatic diversity is
day. Boyle purchased th hind ict greater, suggesting a more varied de
ernl years ago fo, i'i an acre.
Absence of any at
velopment
The soiuier
who Is now mosphere makes life on Mercury and

0mm

h.

He enlisted In the Third Canadian
Infnntrv late In 1014 and
ferred to the American forces last
year, serving with the Thirty-fiftand
Seventy-seventdivisions. Hnvi h
silver plates In his arm, leg and collar
bone ana is minus his ritis nnd lung
on the rlcht side. His lecltlmnfo nnnt
of wound stripes, runs from wrist to
shoulder.

trn.

h

the moon impossible.

Mars, too, must

uninhabitable with a temperature
averaging about 37 degrees O. below
sero and scarcely rising to freezing
'
point even at noon on the equator,
and its water supply is small.

be

Knows"

All foods are flavored to mnlrn tfifm
palatable. All smoking tobaccos are treated
with some flavoring for the same reason.
But there is a big difference in the Quality
and kind of tobacco flavorings. Tuxedo,
the finest of properly aged burley tobacco,

uses the purest, most wholesome and
delicious

of all flavorings

chocolate! That is why " roar
Nose Knows" Tuxedo from all
other tobaccos by its delicious
pare fragance.

pre-wa-

in the Fort Rtlev Reconstrnfflnn
pltal, sustained 2S bullet and shrap
nel wounns during nts military service, In addition to being gnssed and
burned by liquid Are.

Your
Nose

Try This Test: Rubs little Tuxedo
briskly in the palm of your hand to
Dnng out ksiuu aroma, men smell it
deep its delicious, pure frafrance
will convince you. Try this test with
any other tobacco and we will let
Tuxedo stand or fall on your judgment.
"Your Nose Knows"

Yank Forces Made Candy.

Ten candy factories were transferred by the Y. M. C. A. to the United
Stntes expeditionary forces recently.
Thirty others have been taken over by
the quartermaster s corps recently,
The army will continue to manufac
ture jam, cookies aud candies at the
10 factories.
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THE CUERVO CLIPPER.

PIGS OF ANY AGE THRIVE

ON

SPRING-SEEDE- D

WITH FINGERS!

PASTURES

FORAGE CROPS AND

FLOWERS OH HATS

CORNS LIFT OUT
Freezone Is magic!

Corns and

By EVELYN NESBIT

calluses lift ight off

Roses, Which Afforded Welcome
tory Color, Promise to Reign
Supreme for Decoration.

Doesn't hurt a bit

,

Will Be

Veritable
Flower Gardens.

Spring Headgear

TTe are told

that hats this Bpring are
flower gardens, notes
millinery authority. And it would take
no oracle to predict that of all flow-

ers

Good

the rose would be supreme. Even
before the armistice was signed the
rose became Immensely popular reul
roses and artificial roses and the rose
motif in decorutlon. Then with the
armistice and victory the color of the
rose became one of the most success.
iui or victory colors, in fact, it was
various shades of rose that appeared
to be the Instinctive choice of most
women, so that simultaneously they
In rose colored dance and din.
ner frocks after the war's end. One
of the smartest of the advance season

Pasture for Pigs In Eariy Spring.

(Prepared by the United

Stu.te
Department of Agriculture.)
To make hug production most profit-

able, pasture should be provided when-evepossible. The earlier in the year
Kreen feed can be supplied the better.
I'lgs of any age relish green feed, und
its use reduces the cost of producing
gains. Ia addition, It keeps the animals In good, thrifty condition.
Temporary pastures, such as the
cereals, are best utilized in the early
spring, and foruge cfps such as corn,
xoy beans, cowpeas and, in the South,
velvet beans, furnish full grazing. In
the late spring and' summer there is a
Kason during which few temporary
pastures are available, with the excep-tlo- n
of rape. At that time permanent
pastures, such as alfalfa, the clovers,
bluegrass, Bermuda, and a number of
others, have their greatest use. They
lo not furnish grazing as early in the
spring as do the cereals previously
mentioned, but they grow better during late spring nnd summer and af
n
ford an abundance of forage at a
when few other pastures are ready
to graze.
Value of Permanent Pastures.
rermnnent,4asturcs require a minimum of attention and care.
They
make the cheapest forage, as it is not
necessary to plow and replant each
year. If not too heavily "grazed they
may be carried over from one season
to the next and increase in value each
year. Only a little supplement need
be fed to obtain a normal growth of
the pigs.
One of the chief advantages of the
permanent pasture is its long growing
season. Growth continues from spring
until fall, and the forage is palatable
and nutritious at almost any time.
Either a few hogs may be grazed during the whole season, or after the pasture' has made considerable growth a
large number may be pastured for a
sea-wo-

short time with practically equal results In the amount of pork produced
to the acre. This shows that a perma
nent pasture is adapted to a variety
of conditions. It takes the p!ace of a
reserve forage crop, being called upon
to furnish grazing at any time of the
yeor when other pastures fall or are
exhausted.
,
Feed Grains With Pasture.
the
Although
pasture reduces
amount of grata needed to bring pigs
to a profitable weight and prepare
them for market, it does not furnish
a complete food. A sufficient quantity of roughage cannot be consumed
and digested to supply all the nutrients required for rapid growth. The
from leguminous
forage, especially
pastures, furnishes a cheap source of
protein, supplies nsh for bone making, adds bulk to the ration, acts as a
mild laxative and tonic, nnd. keeps the
hog's system in condition to utilize
feeds.
profitably the concentrated
of
Even with the present high
pialn it pays better not to cut the
grain ration more than half, feeding
ut the rate of two pounds dally for
100 pounds live weight to pigs on pasture instead of Jhe usual four to five
pounds when they are in a dry lot.
I'lgs that are fed grain while on pasture will gain a pound or more a day
from weaning to a weight of 200 to'
250 pounds, while those getting little
f
or no grain will gain but
to
pound a day.
This will bring pigs to a marketable
weight early In fall. A grain ration,
then, reduces the time of feeding, the
risk, Interest on the Investment, and
produces a higher condition with a
finer nnd more palatable meat and
fat. Light, steady grain feeding on
pasture gives better results than heav
ier feeding during a shorter finishing
period.
one-hal-

three-quart-

PASTURE CROPS FOR HOGS.

AS FEED FOR STOCK
Have High Value for Succulence
When Fed With Roughage.
Impression of Some Feeders That
Seeds Have Tendency to Decrease)
Milk Flow Is Fallacy Most
Excellent for Pigs.
Pumpkins, coming as they do at a
time of the year when grass begins to
fall and before grain feeding is commenced, cannot be excelled as a feed
for cattle. They have practically the
same composition as different roots,
nnd their feeding value for any kind of
Htock is practically the same.
Analysis shows that one ton of clover hay has as much feeding value as
seven tons of pumpkins. When, however, pumpkins are fed In connection
with clover hay or other like rough-agthey have on account of their succulence a greater feeding value than
the analysis indicates.
A succulent
feed added to the ration nlways enables animals to digest and assimilate a little more dry matter.
Some feeders have the impression
that seeds should be removed from
pumpkins before feeding to dairy cows,
as they believe the seeds have a tendency to decrease the flow of' milk.
There is no
foundation
for this belief, as tests have proved.
When pumpkins are fed in excess
the seeds act injuriously on the kidneys, but where fed in moderation no
Injurious results need be feared. One
to two medium-sizepumpkins at a
time twice a day Is sufficient for each

I

Good Name.
She The new winter color Is called
'Messenger Boy Blue."
He Why sot
She It's guaranteed not to run.

COMB SAGE TEA IN
HAIR TO DARKEN IT

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
The best crops to plant in
early spring for hog pasture are
wheat, oats, rye, barley, rape,
Canadian field peas, and vetch.
Any of the cereals do well planted singly or in combination with
rape, Canadian field peas, and
vetch. In certain sections, where
these crops will urvve the winter, they can be sown the previous fall. There are a lurge
number of valuable hog forages
which may be grown in the
South. They Include corn, sorghum, winter grains, alfalfa, red
and crimson . clover, soy beans,
velvet beans, cowpens, peanuts,
chufas, sweet potatoes, mangels,
and

rape.

Recipe to keep
Locks Dark, Glossy,
Beautiful.

It's Grandmother's
her

mixture of Sage Tea
The
and Sulphur for darkening gray,
streaked and faded hair Is grandmother's recipe, and folks are again
using It to keep their hair a good,
even color, which Is quite sensible, as
we are living in an age when a youthful appearance Is of the greatest advantage.
Nowadnys, though, we don't have
the troublesome task of gathering the
sage and the mussy mixing at home.
All drug stores sell the ready-to-us- e
nroduct Improved by the addition of
other Ingredients, called "Wyeth's Sage
and Sulphur Compound." It Is very
popular because nobody can discover
It has been applied. Simply moisten
your comb or a soft brush with It and
draw this through your hair, taking
one small strand at a time : by morning
the gray hair disappears, but what delights the ladles with Wyeth's Sage
nnd Sulphur Compound, is that besides beautifully darkening the hair
after a few applications. It also produces that soft lustre and appearance
of abundance which Is so attractive.
Adv.
old-tim-

A Quick Freeze.

In freezing ice cream remember that

time will be saved If you do the fretting In a warm place, as the mors rapidly the Ice melts the more quickly
the Ice cream or sherbet will be frozen.

Cutlcura for Pimply Faces.
To remove pimples and blackheads
smear them with Cutlcura Ointment
Wash off In five minutes with
a
Soap and hot water. Once clear
keep your skin clear by using them for
dally toilet purposes. Don't fail to Include Cutlcura Talcum. Adv.
Cutl-enr-

Still Not Knowing.
He Answer me in one word. Will
you tell me if you rejected my rival?
She No.

e

DON'T DRUG KIDNEYS
RUB BACKACHE
Kitchen slop containing
the best of hog feed.
Live
dairy,

soap is not

stock, especially those of the
do best on a variety of feed.

AWAY

Rub pain, soreness and
stiffness from your back with
"8t Jacobs Liniment."

Instant relief

While hubby Is a vital cog In the
realm of. business and Industry, while
he
chats with
friends
business
and gets out into
the world, wlfte
Is doing her curl
papers and getting
rendy to

I

I

..,

After Being Relieved of Or
ganic Trouble by Lrdia E

y

his

Is

wlfle

TryQrine

.

"I took Lydla E. Plns

Compound for an or
ganic trouoia wnica
mi pulled me down un
til l coma not put my
foot to the floor and
could scarcely do my
work, and as I live
on a small farm and
raiso six hundred
chickens every year
it made it very bard

forme.

at

home, cooksaw tho Coming bis dinner and
pound advertised ia
our paper, and tried
mending his socks.
restored
That Is just as
It has work
and
It should be, says I
;l my health so I can do all my
I am so grateful that I am recommend-tasatisfied hubby. If
It to my friends." Mrs. D. at.
wlfle should dure
Alters, R. k. 4, Oregon, 111.
to stop serving
Only women who have suffered the tor
him, woe to her!
tures of such troubles and have dragged
Kor so many ages it lias been taken along; from day to day can realize the
for gruntwl that when a woman mar- relief which this famous root and herb
ries she becomes her husband's pri- remedy, LydiaE. Pinkham'a Vegetable
vate property, that even in this en- Compound, brought to Mrs. Alters.
Women everywhere In Mrs. Alters'
lightened era women are still slaving condition should
H
Sg
profit by her recom
and tolling for their husbands.
mendation, and if there are any com
It Is perfectly fine for women to do plications write Lyaia a. rinicnam s
their share In keeping the home fires Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass., for advice.
But they must not lose their Tho result of their 40 years experience
burning.
ia at your service.
Independence entirely. Go on darning
socks, go an minding babies, go on
THEMES FOR THE NOVELIST
cooking dinners but, for pity's sake,
keep your Independence I
Material Might Be Found In the
The only way to keep your Inde- Good Personal
"Ads" Inserted In
pendence Is to keep your friends,
London Times.
Don't'let your housework ubsorb you
so completely that the only outsiders
In advertising the
For the
you see are the tradesfolk and your columns of unique
London Times are althe
husband's friends.
Keep young and most unrivaled,
What pictures might
cheerful by maintaining your Individube conjured up by the following ad :
ality. In spite of being married, tho
"It Is hoped that the Irate colonel
woman should keep up with the
snt on
friends of her girlhood nnd "make new who, metaphorically speaking,
In a West
subaltern
unoffending
in
men
are
too.
And if there
friends,
end tube train a day or two ago, has
friends among them, there's no harm
now discovered his mistake and makes
done, so long as hubby knows about
with the third party."
them. When there Is to be a family peace
And what possibilities for a pres
wlfle
and
should
both
party, hubby
y
Dickens are contained In this:
choose the friends who will be In
"Bank
of England note received. Ws
Its more fun qiat way, you thank unknown
Trimmed with Gray Ribbon and Roses. vited.
friend, whose gift rewill find.
much nnxlety."
lievos
hats one worn by a prominent acIn lighter vein, but of serious pur- tressIs a small hat entirely covered "DONrS" IN USE OF MACHINE cose
is the following:
with rose petals. Doubtless the rose
"Notice If the pet goat left with
be
In
much
demand as
petal hat will
Don't forget to oil the sewing ma me October last by Mrs. II. L. Is
Bpring comes on apace.
not claimed within seven dnys, It will
No one with open eyes needs to be chine frequently. J5The treadlo and pit bo sold to
defray expenses."
told that the corsage bouquet has been man should be oiled In their bearings
And here Is something that H. Philrevived. It 1b not as yet so usual as almost as often as the working parts
lips Oppenhelm ought to look Into:
to be.actunlly popular. It has the ad- above the table.
"Will the officer whose champagne
It
Don't allow the mnchlne to stand
vantage, as yet, of excluslveness.
was overturned at Cafe Itoyal
glass
Is seen worn on many evening gowns uncovered when not In use, as It col
evening, January 22, com
and not Infrequently on afitesnoon lects dust and lint. The working Wednesday
municate at Savoy hotel with gentleIs
the
well.
below
It
should
that
the
be
cloth
possible
parts
gowaxjas
plate
man whose card he bus!"
spring will reintroduce the fashion of dusted and lint removed frequently
on
flower
tail
the
a
bouquets
with small camel's hair brush. The
wearing
Had It Down Pat
ored suit or street frock, as was the parts above the cloth plate should be
Tli ore Is a little Chinese boy who at
fashion a few years ago.
wiped ften with chccsecltli.
tends night school regularly nnd Is deThere are all sorts of flowered cot
Don't run the machine when the
ton fabrics for spring and summer. One
cidedly bright, says tho Los Angolei
foot Is down and there is no Times.
The other night, however, la
of these is a rose strewn chintz that presser
In the mnchlne, as this
material
a test, he met his Waterloo, The quest
In the hands of the skilled dressmaker
foot
underside
of the
roughens the
tlon was :
is decidedly attractive.
and blunts the feed.
"Where are glacial moraines found
Don't run the mnchlne while It Is and Blng Lee answered In his
very best
SUITABLE FOR STOUT WOMEN threaded without a piece of material
style:
under the foot as this causes the
"Mn mines nllee snmee b'long Unit)
Longer and Narrow 8klrt Regarded as thread to knot around the bobbin and ed Stlates. Some flight In air, som
makes a big, ugly, bunch of thread
Far Mors In Favor Open Sleeve
flight In the ocean and some flight ti
on the underside of tho work when Fiance. Alloe same
a Blessing.
everywhere flight
Is
Is
often like
There
begun.
stitching
. Ask kaiser, him soy shl
it yon yourself are not more ro- a tendency on the part of the operatund than you should be, you just tor to stitch several Inches after the
don't know anything about
unless end of the seam has been reached,
'
Ths Great Art.
mayhap you have narrowly watched the This is a bad practice.
There Is but one art to omit I Oh,
a
or
of
friend
fat
the
are
struggles
Don't pull the material while It is
dressmaker who must plan the raiment being stitched, as this causes a If I knew how to omit I would ask nl
for the fat as well as the lean you stretched, tight, ugly stitch and very other knowledge. A maa who knewoi
aont Know anything about how per often blunts or breaks the heedle. how to omit would make an "Hind"
fectly and entirely unsulted the modo The feed will take care of this un- a dally paper. Robert Louis Steventhat has Just gone the way of all assisted and will push the material son.
passes styles was to the woman of through as fast as the machine can
Many a pair of wings In January ba
many pounds.
take care of It
come horns along about July.
The short skirt Is on abomination
for the woman who weighs too much,
yet as things were one looked abso- PART CAPE AND PART COAT
lutely frumpy In a long skirt. And
short skirts seemed to call for French
heeled shoes and a henvy woman
really does not look her best In that
type of shoe; or rather she so soon gets
the better of the shoe that that type
1
of shoe always looks a little shabby
and out of shape when worn by her,
But the mode that Is already with
us la far more favorable. The narrow skirt Is a blessed relief. The nar
row skirt likewise helps, or rather the
skirt draped to look narrow. The open
sleeve is a blessing, for the increased
width at the wrist makes the upper
arm appear smaller, It hides the fat
wnst ana aiso mates tlie hand ap
pear slender.
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Delicious

Mixture
of Wheat
Barley

lorhealthvalue,
sound nourish-

ment and

a-swe-

nut-lik- e

flavor impossible in a pro-

Well-cure-

so

111.

illil

cronies

at the club,

d

.

Oregon,

breakfast dlsheR.
While hubby sits
with

Pinkham'a Vegetable)
Compound,

ham's Vegetable

wash np his

No
cause backache?
Kidneys
no nerves, therefore can
Exercise 1b as necessary as water They have
not cause pain. Listen! Tour backand feed to the health of the stock.
ache is caused by lumbago, sciatica
or a strain, and the quickest relief Is
Rape makes an excellent and cheap
soothing,
penetrating "St. Jacobs Linhog pasture. Why not give it a trial? iment."
Itub It right on the ache or
tender spot, and Instantly the pnln,
It's a mistake to sell the brood sow
soreness, stiffness and lameness disjust because she happens to be grown
Get a
appears. Don't stay, crippled
up.
small trial bottle of "St. Jacobs Liniment" from your druggist nnd limber VASES TO HOLD THE POSIES
cow.
Fattening hogs on corn alone Is like up. A moment after it is applied you'll
The greatest value obtained from
build a bouse with board
the pumpkins fed to hogs in connec- trying to
wonder what became of the backache, Vessels Regarded as a Failure as They
Do Not 8erve Purpose to
tion with corn comes from the cor- only.
sciatica or lumbago pnln. "St. Jacobs
t
Fullest Extent
Liniment" stops any pain at once. It Is
rective Influence exercised on the di
d
corn fodder makes excel- harmless and doesn't burn or discolor
gestlon. They have a cooling influ- lent
roughage for a flock of breeding the skin.
Highly ornamental vases are attracence on the system and keep the pigs'
ewes.
stomach and bowels ia perfect condiIt's the o lly application to rub on a tive In themselves, but as flower holdtion The animals are thus less subweak, lame or painful back, or for ers they may be said to be partlnl failEqual parts of oats, corn and bran
ures, as they do not serve their purrheumaject to different ailments.
make a splendid feed for sheep or lumbago, sciatica, neuralgia,
pose to the fullest extent They attism, sprains or a strain. Adv.
Since pumpkin seeds are exceed- lambs.
tract attention to themselves rather
should
too
in
many
rich
protein
ingly
,
than set off the blooms for which they
His Gum Days.
not be given to the hogs. Pumpkin
Always let the bull understand that
A woman asked Earl if his bub) are designed.
seeds are a natural vermifuge and in you are his master but be kind as
A vase of plain material or color, or
brother had cut his teeth since she
limited quantities are valuable for well as firm.
last saw hlm. Earl replied: "He ll one on which the design is obscure, Is
hogs! affected with worms.
more to be desired, as It presents the
still going through bis gum days."
flowers In their full beauty, and does
Every effort should be made to protect ewe lambs from deleterious InfluFor Planting Garden Peas.
not distract one's attention. In the
In the grave It doesn't
one
foot
With
Want vnnr rarden neas In rows ences that retard tbelr physical de- take a man
to get there with both same way a vase of luster ware, of a
long
hade that blends with the flowers It
thre feet wide and cover to a depth velopment
feet
,
of five or six inches. The smooth vaholds, Is far more attractive than one
The Holsteln cow Is a large animal
rieties are best. for early planting, as
contrasting color.
ivrieo Your Eves Need Can ofVases
that are to be used for all
theyi are hardier than the wrinkled bred along dairy lines. She Is tb
kinds of flowers might better be green,
Eye Remedy
type Good varieties are Alaska, ex best beef animal possessing the dairy
of a dull shade, as this resembles the
type.
tra early, and first and best
atUAIMB BIB MMMMDt 0OCMIAUO
plant coloring and is not noticeable.
d
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PUMPKINS SUPERIOR

A few cents buys a tiny bottle ot
the magic Freezone at any drug store.
Apply a few drops of Freezone upon a
tender, aching corn or m callus. Instantly that troublesome corn or callus
stops hurting, then shortly you lift it
out, root and all, without any pain,
soreness or Irritation. These little bottles of Freezone contain just enough to
rid the feet of every hard corn, soft
corn, corn between the toes and the
calluses on bottom of feet So easy
So simple. Why wait? Ho humbug

NOW RAISES

Vic-

to bs veritable

Cereal Crops Furnish

Through the
Looking Glass

duct made of

wheat alone,

eat

A practical and graceful garment
part cape and part coat, Is among the
ndless Interpretations of ths caps thai
have answered the demand for spring
time wraps. It Is In fact a short, full
coat with flowing sleeves and a girdle, having a long cape lined with figured aatln hanging from the shoulders.
Ths full collar and bands on ths
sleeves are of satin.

Grapeiits
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THZ CUERVO CLXPPX1.
WILLIAM M. HUGHES
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BERLIN OFFICIALS ARE
IMPLICATED.

LENINE
WARNS
HUNGARIANS
AGAINST IMITATION OF RUSSIAN TACTICS.
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Fat steers, choice to prime. $1.00
Fat steers, good to choice. 15.00 i
Fat ateera, fair to good.... IS. 001
1.50
nauara,
prime
COWI. fat. rood to rhnlr.
11 (13
CXws. fair to good
8.60S
Cows, medium to fair
8.00S
Cowa, cannera

Bulla
Ves.1

calves
Feeders,
to choice....
fair to good
Jeedere,
PtOCKera. ITOOli to rhnlra
Blockers, fair to good
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AMERICAN TROOPS PREVENT

CLASH WHILE FUTURE OF

DEMAND
PERMISSION
FOR POLISH TROOPS TO

ALLIES

n.oo

i

GREAT BALKAN PORT IS

LAND.

BEING

Hot:

Good hots

It

GERMANS ARE DEFIANT

.004
7.004
14.00
1S.754
12.00 i
1.50

OF BALTIC PORT
TAKEN THAT HUNS WILL
MAKE RESISTANCE.
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Sheep.
Lambs, fat, light
Lambs, fat, heavy
wes, good to choice

,

819.00X9.25
18.50iyil8.75

12.50 & 13.76

. Dressed PoaHrjr.
The following- - prices on dressed
net F. O. B. Denver:
Poultry are
28
No la
02'
25
23
Turkeys, old toma
18 820
fHens
choice
urkeys,
2?
.22
Ducks, young .'.".' "It
21
Oeesa
20
.,
12
Roosters
Wit

LIT

Poultry.

Turkeys, 9 lbs. or over
"..
"
Bucks, young
tfeese
Springs
Broilers, 1ft to I lbs.
Eggs, strictly
count

27
27

2

26
18
18
18

-

Elll, case

fresh,

020
3)1?
22
30

10.40

10.68

Batter.

Creameries, ex. first Bts.de,
Creameries,
second grade
(cold
lb
Proceas storage),
butter
Facking stock . .'

85
62

62
58

37038

Vegetables.
28. 000
Beans, Navy, cwt
4. 0U
finio, cwt
xelis,
Beana, Lima,, lb
36
lb
ileum, green,
SbtiS
Beans, wax, lb
2.
.
00 (tf
cwt.
Beets, new,
, ...
18
Brussels sprouta
1.
Colo.
Cabbage,
750
4. 000
Onions, cwt.
Cauliflower, lb
160
Celery, homegrown, doz,... 65
3. 000
Cucumbers, h. h doa
1. 600
Lettuce, head, doz
75
Onions, table, doz
4. 00 0
Onions, cwt.
1. 40
potatoes, new, cwt
Radishes, long hothouse... 30
Radishes, round, hothouse. . 35
1, 500
Turnips, cwt.
.

.

9.00
6.00
.30
.40
.40
2.50
.20
2.00
6.00
.18
1.50
3.60
1.76
.86
6.00
2.00
.25
.40
1.76

HAY AND GRAIN MARKET.

F.

O. B.

Denver, Carload Prices.
Hay.
Buying Prices.
Colorado upland, per ton. .122.00023.00
20.00021.00
.Nebraska, per ton
Prairie llay. Colorado aad
20.00021.00
Nebraska, per ton
23.00024.00
Timothy, per ton
18.00 020.00
Alfalfa, per ton
South Park, per ton
22.00to23.00
Gunnison Valley, per ton.. 21.00023.00
i.UOitf 6.00
Straw, per ton
Grala.
22.45
Oats. Neb. 100 lbs., buvinsr
Corn chop. Back, selling
3.10
in sacK, selling
.0t
White cornmeal, per 100 lbs
4.00
Yellow cornmeal per 100 lbs
4.00
Gluten feed, sacked, selling
3.34
Bran, Colo., per 100 lba, selling.. 1.76
Flour.
Hungarian Patent. 08 lba.. sacked.
to
discount
$6.14
subject
Hungarian. 48 lbs., sacked, subto
2.67
discount
ject
.Hungarian. 24 lba.. sacked, sub
to
discount
1.J2
ject

Paris, March 29. News was re
ceived here tlint the Germans are In
creasing the gunlnon at Dnnzlg. This
Is taken as indicating an Intention to
resist whatever disposition the peace)
conference may make of the port.
Copenhagen, March 29. The Ger
man government at Weimar has re
ceived from the allied high command
a demand for ponulaslou for Polish
troops to land at Danzig and to Inarch
through German territory to Poland,
according to a dispatch received there
from Weimar. For several weeks ne
gotiations have been in progress to
send the three Polish divisions in
France under Gen. Haller to Poland.
It was proposed to land them at Dan
zig and then, send them Into Poland,
but Germany objected to this plan
and offered other ports as substitutes.
These Polish divisions saw fighting
In France and are fully armed and
equipped. The German attitude against
their landing at Danzig has been that
the Poles might remain there and bold
that port, which the Poles claim as
their outlet to the Baltic.
Berlin. Gen. Nudant, representing
Marshal Foci), on Wednesday submit
ted a note to the German government
demanding a pussoge through Danzig
for the Polish divisions under Gen.
Haller, which are a part of the allied
army, nnd permission for their farther
march to Poland to maintain order.
The note added that any refusal
would be regarded as a breach of the
armistice.
The German government, after er
haustive deliberations by party leaders, laid down Its standpoint In a
reply which asserts that, according to
the armistice treaty, it was only
obliged to grant the allies free access
to the Vistula to maintain order In
territories of the former Russian empire. The note refers to Incidents
during the journey of Ignace Jan
the polish premier, "who,
grossly violating the hospitality accorded him on German soil, gave the
signal for revolt and civil war, nnd
who, when he was in Danzig in December, 1018, said, 'If the Tollsh divisions from France and Italy should be
in Danzig, then Danzig and nil West
TPrussIa would be Polish.' "
.
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on the declaration that
t
Is us much a part
pop-

ulation Is concerned, as Venice,
or Milan, find that, therefore, under President Wilson's doctrine
of peoples,
of
the city, by an election and consent of Its Inhabitants, should
become a permanent part of the
Iinllnn nation.
During the peace conference
Flume hud probably the largest
and most liberally assorted police force of uny town In Europe.
There waa' an entire division
of Itallnn Infatlry there, commanded by Gen. Dl San
It was this contingent, entering the city November 17,
1U1S, that gnve tho Itnllmi International council, nnd 'the strongboard ' of alder- ly
men, the authority to discourage'
the aspirations of some Croatian
)
that had entroops
tered tho town limnediutoly aft-

swriof.
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senior British port officer.
In the harbor an American,. Admiral Bullard,
was at the head of the American aval affairs
The Amer- aboard tho cruiser Birmingham.
lean force afloat consisted of the four
Strlbling, Gregory, Luce nnd Caesar.
We heard that tho Olympla, Admiral Dewey's
bay nnd
flagship at the bntlle of Manila
Bussian port of Archlately from the
with an
angel, was due to arrive In a few days
outfit of marines.
Food Prices Tumble.
commencAa to the people of Flume, they were
even though their
of
the
peace,
fruits
to
ing
enjoy
block-ad- o
town possessed a warlike aspect! the food
- hath Jumand
high priceshad been broken
bled. With the arrival of the first allied foodshlps
the torrlble war prices common In Flume, as weH
as In other portions of Austria, become a memory.
The food control policy of the Austrlnns, as well
as the Germans, hnd been fundamentally wrong..
All through the war the rich could buy foodstuffs,
lt Bl0"
und could hoard, while the poof "nd
Prices consequently atthe best way possible.
tained nn unheard of level.
consumed
Hlce, of which largo quantities are
even In peace times, cost $10 a pound, and soon
after the armistice was signed dropped to 4(5 cents
a pound, which Was high enough, everyone granted.
from S4
During the war days wheut flour cost
to $0 a pound ; beet sugar retailed at $3 a pound ;
corn flour cost $4 a pound. Further north In Austria prices were even higher.
On account of the shortage In the supply ot
linen and cotton goods the cost of theae motelas,
also soared. Thread, during lh war, cost $2 a,
sheet cost $175 ; a suit
spool in Fluirw. One linen
i uw, iu nu
of clothing niaue ty a tniior
cost $00. Shoes made of leathdlnary cotton shirt
er and leather substitutes brought $225. Tea and
which la largely used
coffee, especially the latter,
In the Balkans, cost $.15 a pound,
The doath rate among the very young and Ilia
the war days. Not
very old was horrible during
born Just prlo
generation,
the
younger
was
only
from the food short
to the war, a great sufferer
born this year are physically
age, but the bqbles
In Fluuu.
and mentally unfit. This Is true not only
and the Istrlan peninsula, but throughout Hungary,
and Austria, men who had Investigated the sltua
tlon told me. American food eiperts verified' the
'
' ''
'
statements.
of
Flume
Is
Italian
officials,
In the mind's eye
city, but the beginning of a
not a
prosperous metropolis, peopled by Italians largely
and open to the peoples of tho world.
Italy sacrificed 400,000 menIn killed In action, and
order to overcome
nearly a million wounded,
German domination through central Europe, and
also to restore to Italy some of those lands that
ore adjacent to the motherland.
The Bullous are advancing a strictly military
argument for possession of Flume nnd a part of
the Dalmatian coast at least. Not only are these
lands largely peopled with Italians who speak the
language, but the lands theutsehrea possess advantages In a military way that Italy must take
s
Into consideration If she Is to dovelop Into a
nation.
From Trieste, down the coast of the Adriatic to.
Valona, the coastline Is rugged and contains scores
of harbors and Inlets which afford excellent shelter
to enemy warcruf t. The Italian coast, from Venice
to Brindist, on the other side of the sea, Is only Ave
hours steaming distance away for fast warships,
ind the coast Itself it flat and marsh and difficult
to defend.
d

g

rait.
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the peace conference.
Thoinns Nelson Page, American ambassador at
Home, was of the opinion that a satisfactory compromise solution could be arrived at. But he asserted that, In his belief, the Italian people would
fight for what they considered their rights In case
the Italian claims to the eastern Adriatic shore
were Ignored.
The ambassador did not mean that the peace
conference would award Italy every Inch of lands
claimed in this region. Other American diplomats
who were familiar with the problem expressed virtually the same belief that Italy Is entitled to a
very fair consideration of her Istrlan and Dalmatian claims, but that these claims will probably
not be folly awarded.
There was some talk In semiofficial quarters of
kind of free
an internationalized Flume
Hungary, the Balkans, and the Istrlan peninsula la the transshipment of oversea! freight.
,
Prise Worth Seeking,
Flume) ls a prize worth striving for. Whatever
flag finally flies from its government offices will
wave over a town famous for the beauty of Its
buildings and the amplitude of Its docking facilities.
s
.
At a cost of more than 140,000,000 the Hungarians built magnificent stone wharves along
nearly half a mile of waterfront, where the big
ocean-goinships can .tie up and unload. The
docks face the principal business street of the
city. On the one hand you have a forest of masts
and 800 feet away, across a paved street, Is a vista
of Btone business houses and hotels.
In the city there are 66,000 people, hundreds of
. whom speak seven languages as a matter of everyday routine. Italian, French, German, Hungarian
and English are the principal tongues. The other
languages are the more common tongues of the
Balkan states, Including the Croatian.
The Italian tongue, however, is admittedly the,
common language of Flume, for the reason that a
majority of the citizens claim Itallnn ancestry.
The mayor of the town claims that 30,000 of the
56,000 inhabitants are Italian, and pointed to the
fact that the schools of the city are Italian, as
well as the inscriptions on 90 per cent of the
gravestones. All of which he considered as fair
proof of the Italian character of tire place, which
had been preserved through centuries of Austrian

armistice-wa-

rs

last-name- d

America's popularity may In a measure
be
Judged by the fact that one of the local hotel
had Just been rechristened Hotel Wilson, nn,
there were numerous American
In evidence,
also pictures of President Wilson.flags
While small In number the American
soldiery
numbered only a battalion
troops had a pres.
that
was
tlge
wholly out of proportion to their
numerical strength. The responsibility of patrolll'mi
the streets and maintaining quiet was divided
among the four allied nations. In this Job American troops had one quarter of the
work to perform, since each street patrol was composed of
four soldlers- -a Frenchman, an Italian, a British
Tommy and an American. They walked In fours
abreast, and you could see several such
group,
even a brief survey of the city from one
"of the
business
corners.
principal
Somehow or other the patrols
managed to converse with each other. The Americans
and
lish could understand one another, of course Eng,
the Italian and French could tulk. Then In and
each
patrol there were usually one or two men that
knew a few words of either Latin or
English
the men had little or no trouble In traiismlttinir soa
given idea about.
Most of the American hoys were
natives of
Ohio, although Lieut. Col. William Everson their
commander, hailed from Indiana. Among the under officers were strapping young fellows mainly
from the middle West. One of these
explained to
me some of the Importance that had been
thrust
on the American contingent through the development of the political situation.
"We are mediators here,? the officer
said, "and
are rather popular all around. In a way, our outfit Is sitting on the lid. When we get off trouble
Is going to break out right away. The
are mobilizing an army back In the country, ger-rSlavs we know, natives of this
community,
received their orders to go to camp. Should we
s
leave It's a moral certainty the
and
Italian troops will clash before long."
French Are Accused.
Tbe'actb.tl contention, however, was not between
as such, and the Italians, but bethe
tween the Italians and the French. The highest
Italian officials In this Istrlan territory believed
the French were backing the
arming
them, and eoworaglDg them In their demands for

n

General Tranle commanded a
regiment of French and Serbian
soldiers. There was also a regt'
ment of British soldiers there, in
Gorcharge of Brigadier General
don, with Kir Thomas Plctou as

fiwe

"
lZf,

Italian-Austria-

signed, endeavoring to start

there,

uacKea by a division of
infantry, had not lost
one whit of their n.
thusiasm for retaining
this port for their own
nation, street clashes
jwtatcAN oai.o&v, stojrjLy owoBoys, a&u oucr
were frequent beru...
these groups and serious tr
ouble wus threatened.
Flume, as well an oilier Heciinna of ih nnlms.
was onlv tim t. .........
.
tlnn const, that rocky stretch of country that Is lostatesmen
dfr
cated on the Adriatic shore opposite Italy.
fully
,
assembling
to settle onc fnr n - .JLm.m. r
hid iaoiunuj
Dr. Antonio Grosslch, acting president of the
war t)at enabled one to
go through Flume with- Flume international council, a political group
but making the
prediction that the war was In its
elected by th citizens of Itallnn descent In the
Infancy rather than at Its end.
town, directly accused the French of backing the
nown reBSon Flume was not
while Vice Admiral Cagnl of the
In the list
of towns .noted Italy In that
Italian navy, commanding the port of Poln, a few
now famous part of
London, which was signed
miles up the const from Flume, repeated the accuby the allies just before
Italy entered the war.
sation and strengthened it.
anl 1'riste, ports on the
Adriatic, and situ"The
ated on the Istrlan peninsula, were
Admiral Cagnl said, "are peogiven to Italy,
itaiiim possession of the
ples that formed a large portion of the old Aus- cities was
more or 1phS unquestioned. But Flume was liter-all- y
Irian army. They remained faithful to Austria
n No Man's Land when
until
the final defeat. They fought Italy to the
the peace conference
last ditch. Now these same troops are being
started, although neither Italy nor the
s
armed by (he French, against Italy. We underwould admit as much.
,
stand the move perfectly."
Americans at Mediators.
Other Italian officials of lesser rank repeated
America had a really prominent
purt In' the afthe assertion in one form or another.
a
fair,
noncommltal part, because we were not
This, In brief, was the kernel of the problem,
one of the nations ilgnlng the
pact of London.
not only of Flume, but of most of the lnnds along
In every respect we were neutral. But we had
the Balkan side of tho Adriatic. No one, except the
one warship and four destroyers In the harbor
most impressionable, pretended to believe the situnnd a battalion of soldiers ashore, and our colors
ation would develop Into a real war. The solution
were cheered with enthusiasm by both elements
was to be some kind of a compromise to be made
contesting for possession of the city.
at
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Berlin. The German admiralty say$
HIDES AND FELTS.
It is unable to give any assistance in
(Quotations furnished by Charles solving the mystery of the disappearjr riena at uo inc.;
ance early in March of last year of the
Dry Flint Hides.
29c United States naval collier Cyclops
Butcher, 16 lbs.. and up
,,,
29c while bound from Brazil for the Unit.Butcher, under 16 lbs..
27c ed States with a crew of fifteen offiFallen, all weights....'
Bulls and stags
17c
Culls
14c cers and 221 men,
passenDry salted hides, be per lb, less.
Adto two- - gers and a cargo of manganese.
Dry horsehldes
no
received
officials
tnirds price 01 green salted.
they
say
miralty
Drr Flint Hides.
of the sinking of the Cyclops.
Wool pelts
, 28c report
German submarines were not operat23
snort worn pens
17
Butcher shearings No. 1
at the time In W?st Indian waters.
2
No.
and murrain shearlings
8c ing
Bucks, saddles and pieces of pelts. 15c
l.reeu Malted Hides, Kte.
Will Not Export Gold.
Heavy cured, No. 21 (over 25 lbs.),. 14c
No.
Heavy cured
(over 26 lbs.).. 13c
London. An order In council issued
.
10c
Bulls, No. 1
,,
09c
Bulls, No. 2
prohibits the export, of gold coin or
Ulues, hides and skins....
08c bullion
anywhere.
,
16018c
Kip, ISO. 1
14016c
Kip, No. 2 1
Calf, No.
260280
Airplane Cops.
1
,
vair, no.
HJfZdc
d
hides, lc per lb, less than
of the New York
New Yorkz-Pla- ns
cureo.
Green hides, 2c per lb. lass than police department for a "cloud cop"
cureu.
section materialised when twenty-siCreca Salted Horsehldes.
No. 1
17 on mi nn American, British and French aviators
No. 2
6.0006.00
were sworn in In the office of DepHeadless, 60o less.
Ponies and glue
00
uty police Vjommlssloner Hodman
3.0002
Wanamaker as members of the police
Miscellaneous Markets.
de Mount
Col. Jefferson
reserves.
who will command the poThompson,
Metal Markets,
lice aviation squadron, announced that
Colorado Settlement Prices.
uniforms for the aerial patrolmen had
Bar sliver, 81.01 hi.
Copper, lb., 16c.
been ordered, and that planes wou.d
Lead, 15.25.
be ordered In May.
Spelter, 16.26.
Tungsten, per unit. $12.000214.00.
Firms Grateful for Aid.
At Chiracs.
Stockholm. The llelsingfors
Bulk of sales,
Chicago.
Hogs
811.25019.50;
heavy weight, 111.60
say that Food Administrator
li.st; medium weight, 819.25011.50
relight weight. 818.76 0 19.45; light light Hoover's generous donation to the
917.60019.00; sows, 817.60018.85; pigs,
lief of the Finns has been received evXf.VUVll.iD,
in Finland with gratitude,
Cattle Heavy beef steers, $11,760 erywhere
strengthening the feeling of sympathy
v.iv; usni oeer sieers, S1U.16V18.75
butcher rows and heifers,
with America.
cannera ana cutters, 86.60 87.15016.(0
10.00; vea:
reives, tis.vuwiB.eu; stocker ana feed
er steers, $8.26016.60.
Steamer Explodes.
Sheep Lambs, 14 pounds or less,
85
Venice. Thirty persons were killed
$18.00020.16;
pounds or better,
$17.75020.16; culls, 114.00017.75; ewes,
medium and good, 311.76 16. 00;, culls and thirty others Injured by the explo-'
sion of an oil tank steamer here.
ana common, 8D.vvvji.do.
Cash Grala $ Celeste.
Corn No. 3 yellow, $1.69
To Plead Ireland's Claim.
Chicago.
no. 1 yenow, 1.DW1.(8; No,
o yeuuw, fA.aivi.OB.
Washington. Passports have been
Oats No. t white. 6667Hc; stan
granted by the 'State Department te
dard. 67068Mc
Frank
Walsh, Edward F. Dunne and
Fye No. 2, $l.501.68i.
Barley 81.08 LIS. '
Michael K, Byan, who are going to
Timothy $7.00010.00.
Clover Nominal.
Paris to present Ireland's claims at the
Pork Noml nal.
peace conference. In submitting their
Lard 828.00.
reoueat for nassDorts Mr. Walsh and
Bibs $21.60026.25.
Mr. Ryan, representing the committee,
Price ef Sttaar.
stated that the purpose of their milNew Tork. Sugar Centrifugal, 7.28.
Cat loaf, 10.80; crushed. 10.26; mould lion
"to obtain for the delegates
A.
cubes, f.75; XXXX powdered.
elected by the people of Ireland a
t.10; powdered, .1; fine granulated
and diamond A, (.00; confectioners' A. bearing at the peace conference."
one-ha-

By CLOYD ALLEN,
Special Staff Correspondent
Copyright, 1919, Western Newspaper Unluu.)
IUME. Jammed with allied troops,
inaluly Italian Infantrymen, and with
its harbor crowded with, warships,
Flume, once the property of Austria,
r
one of the fine
ports on
the Istrlun peninsula opposite Italy,
was a veritable volcano during the
early peace conference days.
The great war had started In the
Balkans, of which Flume Is a part,
and for a time, while the peace) conference waa
getting down to business, It seemed altogether
In
possible that there would be a final flare-uFlume before the European battle flags were
Anally furled.
Before the war had actually ceased before Austria had signed an armistice with the Italian, supreme command trouble started In Flume with
the evacuation of the Austrlau officials who had
governed the town. Two or three days before the
armistice was signed the Croatlans, representing
the Jugo-Slastate being formed of Balkan peoto
endeavored
ples,
seize the city and keep
the Italian residents
from setting up a form
of local government,
Italians In Flume aald.
That was early In
November. By the middle of January, when
I visited the city with
the first party of newspaper men permitted
In the region after the
cessation of hostilities,
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TOO SWIFT FOR
OLD ALMANAC

COL

JACOB

JOHN

ASTOR

Moving

the Movers

March of History Causes Gotha Berth. Nobody la apposed t
aboat their Christian names.
Publication Considerable
Tht Oerman national colon art atlll
?"
given as black, whit and red, and the
Trouble.
war flag still blazon the Prussian
PLACES 'EX' BEFORE KAISER
om Strang Entries In Latest Edl-- ,
tlon m Result of th War Can't
K.ep Up With Affair In Fin.
'
land, Poland and Ukraine.

Pari.

The awlft march of hltory
tins reduced to waste-pape- r
talue most of the existing work of
reference about European state offulra
has tieeti too rapid for the old
de Gotha. In peace time thla
compendium of totlatlcal data conand potentate and
cerning prince
their dominion went to press about
the end of October, when It Information wn supposed to hold good for
another year, and It generally did,
Imrrlnit some coup d'etat or other In
Mouth America.
Now, however, It
Issue of 101B,
which went to thu printer In December, I affected In several Important
rennet-fby midden development Involving many of the former ruling
house of Europe.
Amusing to students of Germany's
wtern border policy ta the naive prof
itory remark that "the editor regret
that, after having prepared three new
article on Finland, I'oland and the
Ukraine, they were obliged to cancel
all three, owing to the change In the
course of event."
which

a

Two Important Change.
In othor words, Prince Frederick
Charle
of Hesse, brother-in-laof
the former (iennnn emperor, will
never eat himself upon the throne of
Finland, and there la to be no Prus-ala- n

eagle.
This

year, "prorUlooal" govrrn-meabound. There 1 Poland, described In the almanach as "an ancient
kingdom," whose "chief" Is General
Pllsudskl.
Finland, "formerly grand
duchy," has no president, bnt General
Manuerheim is the present "regent"
Puzzl About Ukraine.
The Ukraln is described as "a constitutional monarchy on a republican
basis," with General Bkoropadakl a
hetman. A footnote, however, explains
that "according to news received December 15, 1018, the hetman ha ab
dicated and the power I in the bands
of a directorate consisting of
Petllura, Scbwetz and An- drelevaki."
HuiiHta, or to give it
modern
name, the "Federative Socialistic Republic of Russian Soviets." at whose
head Lenine (Vladimir Onllanoff) and
Trotsky (Leon D. Bronateln) figure, I
In a chaotic state as far as it tnt- nal administration Is concerned. The
almanach enumerates the eleven "more
or less Independent" stale
into
which the empire lias fallen, as follows:
I'oland,
Baltic
Lithuania,
states (Courland, Livonia, Ksthonla),
Finland, Ukraine, Beaarabla (occupied by Boumanla), Georgia, northern
Caucasus, territory of the Don and
territory of Astrakhan, Turkestan and
Siberia.
Vanished
the pomp and panoply
of the sonorous sounding names of
the Russian aristocracy that once filled
the higher administrative posts In the

It,

1

DEVASTATED
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In tbe

stuffy little depot

of a prairie town. A "norther" was
prowling around outside, and whistling
mournfully about the eaves. A loue
drummer, two or three farmers, and
myself, were waiting for the local going west, a swaying combination of one
rickety pasxenger coach, any number of
freight cars, and a sputtering little hogback engine.
The train made dally trips, but on
Its return each afternoon, or midnight,
becHincNo. 3 Instead of No. 1 Its westbound cognomen.
The road boasted of another train,
subject, also, to dully change of "numbers No. 1 nnd No. 4 a real passenger train, due late In the afternoon,
and likely to arrive at any time there-

Latest photogrmi of Col. John
Jacob Astor and fais wife. He Is the
.
aecoud eon of Baron Aator of
He was a member of the
life guard and we voondad twfce
during lil three year with th Rrlt-Is- b
army and bad to bare hi left kg after.
amputated on account of being hit fa
On this particular morning. No. 1,
14 pin re by
German high exploatr known
by the boys as "The Great Unshell at CambraL.
limited," whs also late. No one was
surprised. The drummer, who had
old empire. The aevea member
of worked the whole town since breakthe "council of rommlmarlr of the fast, and bad then defeated all the local
people" are Immediately followed by checker champions, was trying to kill
tbe dignitaries of the Oreek Athollr time by doling In a corner, or shipping
cburcJi. If there are any exeeUeaefes at sonic stray, fly.
or other functionaries trr official
la
I had kept awake watching his anpresent-dn- y
Rnssia, the almanack does tics for a while, then discovered a
not give Ibrm.
nest on a horseshoe over a
As for the diplomatic corps at Petro-gra- door, and for an hour or so divided
nil the ambassadors and minis- time between wondering how that Inditers, except one from Simla, are
vidual discovered that a horseshoe
designated as "nbsenl."
brought good luck, and listening to the
One curiosity la that Albania shares progress of a domino game in the office,
with San Marino the distinction of between the ugent and the only drayhaving a government Indicated by man In town.
blanka.
Buddeuly tbe outer door opened with
I crnsli. A ninn, a woman, and several
children entered, showing by all signs
In sight or hearing that they were emigrants, or, as locally termed, "movers."
The woman was carrying, in one
an old umbrella, a frying-pan- ,
Hon of llngulsta there was not a
great hand,a bird
rabcage with a
harvest, but those who had tongue la and
their hcada are rrcelvlng their reward bit In It. In the other band she had a
hntbnx. Under one arm was a square,
In generous proiMirllon.
Tho chief numbers of the British boxlike old clock, and from her wrist
and American delegations have confi- hung a bag that bulged with a conglomdential woman secretaries, who have eration of articles.
been choeea as Individuals becaaa
Behind the woman came a girl of,
they had special qualifications; those perhnps, eight years, carrying another
who are able to epenk three or four clock of different shape, and an
languages Kngllnli, French, Italian, -looking
gray cat that seemed to
Oerman and Huaslan are so much la have Its attention divided between fear
demand that thpy can command tbelr of falling and the desire to eat the rabown terms, Incldentully they stand to bit.
be killed with overwork during th
The man carried nothing but a big
next six months.
fut, bawling baby of two years,
But of course. Just being a linguist wrapped up in a red and green
is not enough in these days of del lea t blanket. Other children followed, some
International relations. In order to be carrying various articles, some crying,
of any use to their chiefs these w?m-e- other
eating peanuts.
n
have got to he
bred,
The children all came Into the depot
and iniiHt be right up to the minute la
readily enough, but seemed to have no
quest long of the day In their own coun- further Idea what was expected of
tries. And they must have one other them, and stood
gazing at the lurid
gift which every day Is proving mora posters, mops and excursion notices, or
and more vnlnalile; they have got to stumbled over seats and suitcases.
possess political Instinct, which It has
"Now, set down!" commanded the
lately been provsnl a great many womdon't stand around gapln'
en do posses In even larger propor- mother, "and
like a lot o' eeglots !"
tion than men.
The youthful "movers" broke ranks,
some to clamber into seats, others to
MOTHER'S BIBLE SAVEO LIFE
go on a tour of Inspection of every-thin- g
within range. The mother pushed
DeflectBook
8a
ys
Waukegsa Soldier
one clock under a seat, found a lamp
ed Bullet That Hit
bracket for the bird cage, and sat down
Him.
with the baby and the other clock lu
her
lap, having deposited the bag on
A
little green Bible,
Waukegnn, III.
which was given hlin by his mother, the seat beside her.
Then the clock under the seat began
Mrs. Knoch Palm, when he went to
strike lustily. As It finished the
war, and which he carried In the to
stroke, the alarm In the
right-hanof
vest,
his
saved
pocket
In her lap went oft with such a
the life of Corporal Wllllom I'alm of clock
this city, who returned home from bnng that the baby took fright, and fell
overseas with two wound stripes and off Its mother's lap onto the floor with
a eerie of stories about his adven- fresh yells of terror.
I stole a look over the top of my
tures In the Argonne wood.
"The shells were coming over real magazine, behind which I had been trylively," declared Corporal I'alm, to re- ing io screen myself, and vainly tried
lating his narrow escape, "and I was to catch the drummer's eye. but he was
hunting for a nice comfortable ahell gazing out of the window pinching himhole. I spied one and saw a dead self to keep from disturbing the peace.
The baby, In fulling, landed somesoldier In It.
It la regnrded as bad
luck to refuge In a shell hole where where near the middle of the catch-al- l
there nr (lend, so I looked further. bag, and tbe mother made a plunge for
Just H 1 loaned over to peep Into an- It as If the child were on fire. Then
other one, a bullet struck me.
It the clock "In her lap began striking
plowed through the book and explod- some unknown hour.
While it wounded me, the book
ed.
"Now, Elvlry," she shrieked, "there
had deflected It so It did not pene- you've went and done ltl I bet you
trate far. The fact that I leaned over broke yo' paw's mushtnsh-cup.Just at the rljrht moment and th
The guardian of the household efpresence of the book saved me from fects had Just rearranged the baby, the
a
getting place beneath the daisies." bag, and tbe clock, when her wander,
d
a
ing gaze missed her
boy who hud not remained In
the Naval academy. For a week there
will be a programme of drills and ex- the wnltlng room long after the arrival
ercises, Interspersed with gay BOOlal of the family.
The baby was at once deposited
event and ending with the
presentaupon the floor, where It bellowed
tion to the grudnatc of the
diploma
womThe
which mean commissions as enHlgna. wrathfully.
an sped for the door, Jerked It open
nnd set up a shrill :
PREPARE FOR OVERSEA TRIP
You
winding up with an
French Aviator to Go From
whoop.
Cap
Verd to Pernambuco, Brazil, In
The wind made straight In at the
Near Future.
door for the papers on the agent's
neglected desk. The freight bills flew
Inrls.-Capt- aln
Coll, who recently over the office and disturbed the checkcrossed the Mediterranean and mad
er game long enough for the agent to
the return trip within 24 hours, will Interfere with the remark : "Here, I'll
aoon make a flight by way of Madrid bust you I"
to Fes and Agndlr, Morocco. He will
Then, as he leaned out of the ticket
make a special study of condition
window far enough to see that the ofover th sea In view of hla Intention fender was a woman, his
chivalry got
to make i flight from Dakar, at the the better of him,
and he toned down
extreme point of Cape Verde, to Per- a bit,
saying: "Madam, If you don't
nambuco, lira ail. within the next two ahnt that door, I won't bave a
paper
month. He will, on his flight, oner--' In th house, and
they will be suing
ate
special machine, which Is me for
scaring all the horses out of
equlped with a fusllage which will towo or chokln'
up the Braxos river."
afloat
ten
for
houra
and
keep
permit th
The woman yelled on obliviously for
aviator to wait for assistance in cast some
time, then, muttering, "I bet be
Of
breakdown while over the eea.
gets left by that train," closed tbe
deer, aud itarted up the platform In
Eovj-land-

tint

's

NEED GIRL LINGUISTS
.

EGYPT,

0wriM
I was sitting

nt

predominance In I'oland und the
Ukraine.
The downfall of the houses of Ho
Are Very Much in Demand at
rieimollcrn and llnpshurg htm not
cauxed the compiler of the almanach
Peace Meeting.
Ditich racking of brains.
The pretli
"ex" la apparently held to be sufficient
10 define the present status of William Women Who Knew Several
Languages
11 and Charle
I, although the former
Can Demand Their Own
la still credited with hi full 03 title
Term.
and the latter la atlll styled, among
other thing, "King of Jerusalem,
Ijondoii. The woman who knowa
Trine of the Trentlno and Lord of other
beside ber own Is
language
Trieste."
reaping a rich harvest now and she
Much the lame treatment I given to la
likely to become more valuable aa
the acoro of German prince and tlmo goes on, not only to herself, but
who abdicated.
princeling
They ap- to her country.
pear In the almanach hi they were
For month before tho peace conferltit for the "ex."
ence In Paris, the British government
Democratic Infiltration In Germany aearched through the thousands of
lia aet In from the top, Inatead of women and girls employed In different
from the bottom. For although the ad- departments, finding out those who
ministrative brunches of the Uermun could speak and write French fluentgovernment are tilled with the uhiiiiI ly, those who were able to translate
array of excellencies, profcKHor and one tongue Into the other IdiomaticalCouncilor, yet at the head of that ly, using the words which have come
government stand the name or Khert, Into currency In the Inat few years
SiclMddoiiiunu, Dlttmnn, Lundaberg and lu both. A the English are not a ua- -

CAIRO,

By J. L JAMES

BY FLOOD

r

!

half-grow-

anxious-

n

Anglo-Saxo-

thirty-sevent-

d

.

A flood, the like of which nas never before been witnessed In Cairo, swept
ihat ancient city And wrought hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of
damage. The photograph shows the ruins resembling those left after an

"

first-born-

478 TO BE ENSIGNS
Annapolis, Md. The fact that but
one member of the First, or graduating
class of tho Naval academy was deficient lu scholastic work during the
lenn Juit closed Insure that the number of graduates will be 478, unless
lomethlng unexpected happen.
it Is seldom that a midshipman who
reaches his final term drops by the
wayside. Tho class I larger by 50
per cent than tho largest class which
tia preceded It at the Naval academy
tad nearly three timet a large a the
normal clas of recent years.
With slightly more than 3,000 regular officers In the service when the
United States entered the war, the
commissioning of nearly 0O0 ensigns
will mean that officer can tie spared
to carry out necessary steps In service.
'
Young officers vllfhe released for
post graduate worX at the Naval academy and many temporary officer will
be returned to civil life or to the
grades they previously occupied In the
service.

Tho graduation of this class will
mark the restoration of "June week,"
the commencement period at the Naval
academy, to the brilliancy and Interest
of former years, but greatly Increased
In every way.
"June week" has been a ratber
somber affair for tho lust two years.
Graduation was a serious business, a
the graduate were going out to uctive
duty with the fleet under war time conditions. There wa none of the usual
social gayettes, and the ceremonies
and exercises were reduced to a minimum.
Tbe restrictions placed upon the visits of the public to naval stations prevented the assemblage of the usual
great crowd, and altogether there was
little of the gayety and Interest of
,
former years.
Next June all of these things will
be back again, hut with an lucreased
Interest In keeping with the larger
class and the growth of popular attention to everything connected with

panic-stricke-

"Rus-s-te-

shock-heade-

n

search of her wandering boy, Buster,
Things were getting so interesting
that the drummer passed me the wink
and slunk out of the other door. I followed.
"Too go one way," said he, "and I'll
go the other."
We wanted to see the old hen when
she lit, and we did. Out at the farther
end of the platform, we turned opposite corners Just as she sailed down on
her runaway.
He had a cotton boe by the handle,
and to Its neck, a cord two yards
d
long, he had tied a
dog. He was sitting on the platform holding the hoe handle and dog
In fishing style, aa If be had a bite.
"Buster!" yelled the approaching assailant. "Whn' ehu menn runnln' off
an' the train about to start?"
"Why, maw," drawled the boy, "the
train ain't come yet, and paw made me
leave old Tlge out here, while we went
to the depot, an' he's cold."
"Well, I guess you'll wnrm him up
holdln' him here by the handle! I'll
kill tliut fool dog!" she stormed, but
aimed a blow at the boy's head. He
dodged readily and still clung to the
hoe handle, while the whining dog
huddled agninst the platform with his
tall safely between his legs.
Just then the
squealed In
the distance, and the warlike mother
set off to guther her belongings preparatory to boarding the train.
She took down the bird cage, got an
arm about one clock, seized the umbrella aud bag again, gave vociferous
commands to the children to "git them
things and git on that train," and marshaled them In a long line by the track
while No. 1 came clattering in.
Most of the passengers were In no
hurry to get aboard, us No. 1 usually
stopped an hour or two long enough
for a drummer to "work" the town
and catch the same train for the next.
But today, those aboard had been
tllere so long they were anxious to get
off, and soon the family phalanx was
broken up by the crowd. After the
drummer and I had secured seats, we
looked out and saw the woman, with
the clock and caged rabbit, racing up
and down the platform, calling at
half-bree-

flop-eare-

hog-bne- k

eery

Jump

:

!"

"Jerrl-ml-anh-h- h

ths

was a new name, we soon
figured that the husbaqd had escaped
while she had been looking for the
missing Buster. The drayman emerged,
and out of pure good will began to call
Jeremiah also. Several boys took up
the cry, till the town rang with the
chorus of shouts for that' namesake of
the weeping prophet.
Finally, the woman collected her
children, clocks, rabbit, etc., In a knot
near the train, Hnd gave out In stentorian tones that she would "stay right
there till the cows or Jerry came
aome."
"I'm betting on the cows In that
race," remarked the drummer, nnd
then he settled for an hour's doze before the train started.
After a while we were all awakened
by a Jerk of the train and the renewed
Cries of the moving woman, who
Seemed to think the cows were about
As

to

win,

Jeremiah had not yet appeared, and
the engine had finished Its switching
work and backed up to get the train
for another start.
Several of the children added to the
hubbub with their frantic yells for
father, and Just as the bell began
ringing for the departure of No. 1 the

missing hero came around the corner
of the depot scowling furiously at the
uproarious family.
"Can't a feller git away long enough
to have a smoke in peace T" he growled,
referring to the
cigar
protruding from his overgrown beard.
He went Into the depot again for the
tickets, but the snorting little
began grunting off down the track,
the picture
leaving the moving-womaof wrath and despair as she clung to
her clocks and rabbit, groaning:
"I knowed It! I knowed It! I
knowed he'd git left !"
A new disturbance at the rear of the
train now attracted our attention. On
Investigation, we found Buster, the dog
and the hoe, mixed up In a row with
the brakeman. The boy and the dog
had slipped onto the rear of the train,
while others of the family .were calling
Jerry.
"1 tell you, bub," declared the brake-ma"you can't bring that pup on thla
hog-bac- k

n

car!"

"Well,

he's

on here,

ain't he?"

re-

torted Buster.
"Well, take him to, the baggage car
and express him through! He can't
stay on this car ! Where's your ticket?"
"Paw's got It, I reckon."
''Where Is he? Hunt him up quick !"
The boy tried to leave the dog In the
corner by the stove while he went to
show the brakeman the holder of the
ticket, but the trick failed. The dog
followed, and, when assaulted by the
brakeman, started howling down the
aisle with the hoe catching In the seats
and hitting the passengers.
Boy and brakeman tried to stop the
fugitive. They caught hlra at the door
Just as a passenger who had been out
on the platform started to enter and
had dodged back in time to let the dog
out. The hoe caught In the door.
Just then the train lurched into a
stop at the water tank. Dog, boy,
brakeman, and passenger finally untangled themselves, and Buster, atlll
holding to the hoe handle, remarked,
"I guess my paw ain't on here."
"Well, I guess not," snorted th
brakeman, rubbing his shins, "and,
bub, next time you try to take a ride,
bring your dad along, Instead of that
pup, and get a ticket, too."
"Huh," replied Buster, as he alighted with hla dog and took up his march
back to tpwn, "I beat my paw this
time. Must think I never moved before 1"

Aim Clouds comes

Sumnmn.
Arras Dbspondinct corns Jot.'
Arras Sickness cokes Health.
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In the spring when you're "all

In" fagged out' blood tHin, U
you will turn to Nature's remedy,
a tonio made from wild roots ana.
barks, which has stood fifty years
as the best spring tonio you will
find strength regained. No need
to tell you it's Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery, put up in table!
or liquid form, and sold by every
druggist in the land. After a hard
winter shut up indoors,your blood
needs a temperance tonio, a tissue
builder and blood-mak- er
such as this
"Medical Discovery of Dr.Pierce's.
IKomm City, Kana. 'About the only
medicine I have ever given my little boy
is 'Golden Medical Discovery'. He nevel
was very strong and would become run
down very quickly, would suffer loss ol
appetite. I would give him the "Golden
Medical Discovery
and it always builj
him up in good health. I have also gives
this medicine as a spring tonic; for such
'Golden Medical Discovery has no equal.1!
Afr.Geo. Maul, 1942 N. Vith St.
Not Overly Pleased.

"I don't

know

that

I'm

particularly

pleased with the fact that women can
vote."
"You're not. Why?"
"The wife Insists on knowing whom
I Intend voting for."
"Well, what of that?"
"I find It's Just another cause for an
argument."

Important to Mothers;
Examine carefully every bottle el
CASTORIA, that famous old remedj
for Infants and children, and see that II
Bears the
Signature of
In Use for Over SO Year.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoris
Military Precedent.
Stella But do you still wear his
ring?
Bella Tes, uniforms may be worn
for three months after engagements
ore over.

END INDIGESTION.

'

EAT ONE TABLET
PAPE'3
DIAPEPSIN
INSTANTLY
RELIEVES ANY DISTRESSED,
UPSET STOMACH.
Lumps of undigested food causing
pain. When your stomach Is acid, gassy, sour, or you have flatulence, heartburn, here la Instant relief No wait
lug!

Just as soon as you eat a tablet or
two of Pape'g Dlapepsla all that dyspepsia, indigestion, and. stomach distress ends. These pleasant, harmless
tablets of Pape's Dlapepstn never fall
to make sick, upset stomachs feel fine
at once, and they coat very little at
drug stores. Adv.
Swallowing his pride does not satisfy a hungry man.

C0ULDN0T SLEEP
Nr. Schlensner

in Misery From
Kidney Complaint Doan'i
Gave Complete Relief.

Heavy work brounht on mv kidnev
complaint," ayi Win. Schleusner, 6408
une
ouuuruaii Ave., v eiiBion, jyio.
morning when shoeing a horie I was
taken with a sudden pain in my back
and fell flat on the floor. If I had
been hit with a trip hammer, I couldn't have suffered more. I stayed in
the houw for five weeks
and the pain waa wearing
the life out of me. At
times, I couldn't get a
wink of sleep because of
the misery and I had to
get up every few moment
that
Mr. Scaieaav to pass the secretion
were htfrhlv pnlniwi nf
foul odor, filled with sandy sediment
and terribly scalding. My bladder felt
as though it were afire. The pain
brought stupor and a reeling sensation
in my head; the torture of it cannot
be described. If I got onto my feet I
couldn't walk but felt dizzy and all in
a flutter and everything would turn
black. My head ached so it seemed
a though my eye were being dragged
out. I started using Doan'$ Kidney
Pillt and I was toon rid of all the

trouble."
Bubtcribei
me.

C.

and twom to lefore
H. COOGKSHALL,
Votary Public

CatDeaata Anv Start,

0Bw

DOAN'S"iV

FOSTnUULBURN CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.

Coughing

I annorlnc ani harmful

Keller tfireat
Irritation, fiddiag mmi (M rid f Mocha,
hoanwoe
eaos
a
old SM
by taking

THE CUERVO CLIPPER.

Bffi mm

mKED

"Bayer Tablets of Aspirin",

'

m

m

m

'Bayer Cross"
on Tablets.
a.

VTW'A
DOSE!

H

For Pain
Neuralgia,
Earache

lit
!

III X.I

Adults can take SAI
m m
one or two genuine
"Bayer Tablets of A
pinn" with water. If nee
essary, repeat dose three times
a day, after meals,
smv

"Proved Safe

A

1 1

m w

By Millions"

Toothache
Colds
Grippe
Rheumatism
Lame Back
Neuritis

PREMIER

-

In)

i

"Bayer Tablets of Aspirin"
Owned by Americans Entirely.
Aspirin U the trade mirk of Bayer Manufacture of Monoacetlcacidester of Salicjlicacid

Real Happiness.
The Safer Course.
The Frenchy and the Yank were sit
After reading a poem about a Uttle
boy who was so happy because there ting together on the tire step in a that
were lovely flowers, beautiful birds, trench. The Frenchy was smoking; one
voice.
of those mysterious cigars made someblue 8ky and running brooks,
eight-year-o-

BOSCHEE'S SYIJJP
Why use ordlnnry cough remedies
when Boschee's Syrup has been used
so successfully for fifty-on- e
years In
all parts of the United States for
coughs, bronchitis, colds settled In the
throat, especially lung troubles? It
gives the patient a good night's rest,
free from coughing, with easy expectoration in the morning, gives nature
a chance to soothe the Inflamed parts,
throw off the disease, helping the pa
tient to regain his health. Made in
America and sold for more than half
a century. Adv.
HAD

AIMED

A

LITTLE

LOW

Gunner's Error Probably the Only
Thing That Saved Flock of Blackbirds From Annihilation.
A party of gentlemen at a hotel
were telling stories one night recently

of famous shots and how many
quails, partridges, ducks and other
birds had been killed at a single discharge. After
listening to what
seemed a willful exaggeration by differ
ent narrators, a stranger who was pres
ent volunteered his experience of his
only use of the fatal
.
gun as follows:
"I went Into the field one day to try
The only game discovered
gunning.
was an Immense flock of blackbirds.
I should say there were 10,000 In the
flock. Slowly I crawled up to them
and when not more than four rods
away the birds arose In a solid mass,
I fired both barrels, and how many do
you think I killed?"
Different guesses were made by the
party, ranging from 20 to 100.
"Not one," said the stranger, "but
I went out with my brother to look
for the results, and picked up four
bushels of legs. I had shot a little un
double-barrele-

HUGHES 0F AUSTRALIA

It transpires that President Wilson during his first attendance dominated the peace conference to such an
extent that few of the members oared
to raise their voices against his. One
of the few, it is said, is William Morris Hughes, premier of Australia, who
took exception to nearly everything
Mr. Wilson had to soy on the subject
of the disposition of the former overseas German dependencies captured
British Colonies.
by the
The contrast between the two men
Is great. Hughes Is small, weighs less
LttMailt)l1.T
than 100 pounds and is alarmingly
frail, having been a BUfferer from dyspepsia all his life. The utterances of
Premier Hughes suggested the lnbor
agitator rather than those of the university president or the statesman, betrayed a lack of cultivation and were
delivered in tones thot were not only
particularly rasping, but also unnecessarily loud, this being due to the fact
he is stone deaf, and therefore finable to gauge the sound of his own

In the

r"MfStii

Buy only the original "Bayer packages."
20 cent package also larger Biyer packages.
'Ask for and Insist Upon Qnly Genuine

William remarked :
"Those things would never make me
happy, Miss Jones."
"Why, WUlIam," replied his teacher,
"what would It take to moke you
happy?"
"Saturdays 1" was the prompt reply.
Harper's Magazine.
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"Well," said little Caroline, evident
fully disgusted. "I mean the fluffy
n an that tnlks while we keep still.''
The pastor happened to be a rather
short, stout man with a good supply
of hair, and this was her unusual way
of describing him.

ly

Lessens Life's Beauty.
The failure to express what we feel
of love and admiration and the ex
der."
pression of feeling due to Impatience,
not of the spirit, but of overtaxed
Mean of Her.
Percy I hnve one In this watch case nerves, are causes of the loss of much
that I think the most of In this world. that helps to make life beautiful
When did you The Outlook.
Peggy Gracious!
have your picture taken, Percy?
"Don't cry over split milk!" Is good
And many a bird fell asleep resting advice, but "Don't spill thejullk in the
first place I" is better.
d his laurels.

tfs

fiet WRICLEV'S.

Name In

Br. Pierce's Plessent Pellets nnt an and
sick ami bllioua headaches, cooatlpatlon, dlsai-Beand IndlgeaUoo.
"Clean home."
Adv.

st

j

In

a sealed package, but look
for the name-t- he
Greatest

'

REPRESENTATIVE GOOD OF IOWA
They Do Say That
"He works like a dog" but dogs
don't work.
fishes
"He drinks like a flsh'-i- ut
The congressional election of 1918
don't drink.
having taken the control of the house
'He lies like a lawyer" Int lawyers of representatives from the Demodon't eh? What's that? Portland crats, tbe Republican majority Is re
Evening Express.
organizing the house for the Sixty-sixt- h
congress. The Republican com"O Happy Day" sang the laundress
mittee on committees tentaUvely
as she hung the snowy wash on the slated for chairman of the appropria
line. It was a "happy day" because tions committee James William Good
she used Red Cross Bag Blue.
of Iowa. This appropriations com
mittee is one of the "ten principal"
APT DESCRIPTON OF PASTOR committees and In the present condi
tion of congressional legislation It Is
Child's Characterization Well Drawn, evident that it is an exceedingly Im
portant committee. Incidentally the
Though Possibly Not Flattering
to the Good Man.
Republicans have decided to change
the ratio of representation in these ten
Little Caroline and her grandmother committees from 12 majority and 9
went to church one Sunday morning, minority members to 13
majority and
recently. It had been some time since
minority members.
and
attended
the small lady had
things
Mr. Good represents the Fifth
and faces were new and Strange.
Iowa district It is composed of the
After returning home she sat In
counties of Benton, Cedar, Grundy,
quiet study.
Linn, Marshall and Tama. His
"What are you thinking of, dear?" Jones,
constituents number approximately 200,000. His home city Is Cedar Itnplds,
asked.
grandma
He Is a "native son," having been born In Linn county September 24, 1800. He
"Who was that fluffy man?" was the
was graduated from Coe college in 1892 and received the degree of bachelor
reply.
from the University of Michigan.
"What man, pet? .1 do not know of laws
The new chairman of the appropriations committee has been In Wash
which one you mean."
12 years, having been elected to the Sixty-fircongress and con
"That man, I mean," Caroline said ington for
since that time.
tinuously
with an Indignant frown.
"I can't tell, dear, which one that

(
sealed In
Protected, preserved.

LSK for. and be SURE

Whenever Premier Hughes takes 'part In a congress or debate he has
by his side wonderfully trained secretaries who write brief summaries of the
In spite of this tremendous handicap ho gets off pointed and
proceedings.
witty retorts which have inspired a wholesome terror of his tongue. He Is
wonderful speaker, with volcanic eloquence,
and
He was born In North Wales, emigrated to Australia at twenty-twbegan life there as an Itinerant schoolmaster in the interior. In Sydney be
opened a small general store. Then he became Identified with trades unionism
te In Its beginning and climbed to power with It

where In France.
The Frenchy turned to the Tank and
eald: "Will you hold ls cigar while I
throw ie grenade to ze Boche?"
"Not on your life," said the Yank,
'but I'll hold ze grenade while you
throw ze. cigar," Ontario Post.

hf

,

!

of Its goodness

Goody-Lan-

d.

WillGLEYS

IE
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The Card Club.
"Are you going to the curd club this
afternoon?"
'No, It's my turn to stay away and
b. talked about."

Paradoxical.

"What's all that noise lu the moun
tains?"
"Hush!

It's a still."

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications as they cannot reach

A man may be Ignorant of the law,
the diseased portion of the ear. There la but the Ignornnre of his lawyer Is al
only one way to cure Catarrhal Deafness,
and that la bv a constitutional remedy, ways Inexcusable.
nots
CAfARRH MEDICINE
'.. J
HALL'S
j
through the Wood on the Mucous Surfaces-o-Is
the System.
Catarrhal Deafness
caused by an Inflamed condition of the
mucous llnlntr of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube Is Inflamed you have a
rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
when It Is entirely closed, Deafness Is the
result. Unless the Inflammation can be reto Its norduced and this tube restored
1 Zl'f$Z Mil!
mal condition, hearing-- may be destroyed
are
of
Deafness
cases
forever.
Many

Denver Directory

caused by Catarrh, which Is an Inflamed
condition of the Mucous Surfaces.
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for any
ess of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot
CATARRH
be
cured
by HALL'S
law will go MEDICINE.
The daylight-savin- g
All Druggists 7Bc. Circulars free.
Into effect Sunday, March 80, as the
F. J. Cheney ft Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Sixty-fift- h
congress fulled to pass the
Food for Thought
agricultural appropriation hill which
lie "I am going tonight to see a
carried a rider repealing it. Here is
mind render.1' Slit "What good will
the law as it stands :

SET YOUR CLOCKS AHEAD MARCH 29

Quality the Beit. Prices Right
Send for free Catalog and Price List
THE

COLORADO

NONET

USSR.

PRODUCERS

1444 Market Street
"That at two o'clock antemeridian that do you?"
Denver, Colo.
of the last Sunday In March of each
DEVELOPING
year the stundard time of each A
Feeling of Security
and forPRINTING
zone shall bo ndvanccd one hour, and
Send
Catalogue sad
at two o'clock antemeridian of the
Price List. Tk. Dtinr Tlt tUt.riaL C.
finishing
Yon naturally feel secure when you lartaaa Kadak C... 421 Mtk Straat, Dastar, Calafats
last Sunday in October of each year
the standard time of each zone shall know that the medicine you are about to
be, by retarding one hour, returned to take Is absolutely pure and contains no
the astronomical time of the degree harmful or habit producing drugs.
Such a medicine is Dr. Kilmer's Swamp. Your Hmt and merry planHng poor joeda
of longitude governing each zone, re
Ttoot, kidney, liver snd bladder remedy. OUR SEEDS ARE ALL TESTED
spectively,"
The same standard of purity, strength and proven before offered for sale. Under
The national wrfr garden commis- snd
excellence is maintained in every proper conditions you take Do chances, feaiul
sion has led the movement to retain bottle of
tor FHKB catalog TODAY.
Swamp Koot.
the law. Secretary P. S. Bidsdale,
THE PIONEER HAINES SEED CO.
is scientifically compounded from
It
.
IBth A Lawraace
who has Just returned from Europe, vegetable herbs,
Danvar, Cokmd
says : "This Is one of the most con
It is not s stimulant ai d is taken in
structlve pieces of legislation. In tea spoonful doses.
iTnh..rmih.
FACTORY
It is not recommended for everything.
Europe they consider the daylight sav
It is nature's great helper in relieving HIGH TENSION MACNETOS
ing one of their greatest reconstruction1 assets. It means millions of dollars in
increased food production and to better health of the bench, shop, desk and snd overcoming kidney, liver snd bladSefall stock of Parts-Procounter workers. Here It means that for 210 days one hundred million people der troubles.
rviceall makes of Magnetos,
is
with
of
A
statement
sworn
purity
out
of
commission
will have advantage of an extra hour daylight The
Generators, Motors, Batteries.
points
of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-RooTHE AUTO ELECTRIC
days to the people of this every bottle
that it means more than two billion eight-hou- r
JPflURCE CO.

Kodaks

DO NOT WASTE
-

No Table DrinK

Has Ever Taken
The Place Of

SERVICE

t.

country."

The Original
POSTUM CEREAL
15 minutes after
delicious
Its
flavor, rich
boiling begins.
fine
color
and
aroma make it
seal brown
such a satisfying cup that Postum is the
ideal drink with meals for both children
Boil

just like coffee

and grown people.
Used in place of coffee it provides a real
health drink. Contains no drugs, no caffein
as does coffee; doesn't make you nervous,
sleepless or fretful.

"There's a Reason
At Grocers two sizes 15c & 25c.

IN

THE AIR OR UNDER THE SEA

Is there to be another race for the
North pole, this time between Rear

Admiral Robert B. Peary, U. S. N., in
and VUhJaimur Stefans-on- ,
the Canadian explorer, In a submarine? Anyway, Peary says he's going in an airplane and that it Is just
tbe thing. Stefansson Intimates that
the airplane Is useless, but that the
submarine looks good to him and be
may go in one. In Chicago, the other
day, the man who has lived In, the
arcUc region five of the last six years
had this to say about the Windy City :
'Tour Chicago atmosphere reminds me of where I came from, it is
so much like the Inside of an Eskimo
hut, with its open fire and its odor of
fish oil." Having freed his mind concerning Chicago smoke, he said:
The wireless will not help us
much iu the arctic. The airplane has
oo uses there. But in a submarine I
believe it will be possible to penetrate
hundreds of miles farther Into the froten parts of the earth. My next exp
ditlon may be made In an undersea boat It all depends on whirthar the Idea
has) the Dractlcal value which I holism It nrount.

an airplane,

If you nerd s medicine, you should
have the beat. Un sale at all drug stores
in bottles of two sizes, medium and Urge.
However, if you wish first to try this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer ft Co., Jiinghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle, When writing be surs snd
mention this paper. Adv.
Tha Real Regretter.
"Does your wife regret that she
a poor man?"
"Not so much as I do."

WHY NOT TRY IT?
An? farmer who ralaaa grades vonld realise laisat

BljSaiTlCe.

jis
Aaaoclatloo.

IJ

IKiKTHdHMB,

Taef Sunt

rMiDlraanr mora rom.Dr
any uore fifed, Dor any bat-l- r
care than tha grades
aboold hava. Bat the? sell
fur mora moner. AIMKanaaa
head
farmar produces
from one roiilateriMl Btaoitf
born on in 11 yaara. Two
bniUiera In Wlanonala
lit btad (rum oaa Is
u f aara.
Tbe Talua eotinu)
p woes yoa'ra breading

IMsMt

Ntmrthnra HrwKterr
fait Ave, Cnlcaj, IU.

Daavar. Cal.

848 Broadway

New

Hart-Pa-

Tractor

rr

H. P. Pulls 314 CI QQR F.O.B.
Inch Bottom Plows, VljJOJ Factory
Writs for fres Illustrated catalogs.
E. E SCOTT, 1819 15th St, Dtaver, Colo.
15-3- 0

Teachers in
School Officials
good positions.

We can furnish you desirable teachers.
COLORADO TEACHERS' AGENCY
Chid
80S-80-

4

Die, Manager

Klttredge BUlg.

Denver, Colo.

Eastern Auto Radiator Mfg. Co.

0

We manufacture and repair

BaUlatorafor

Passenger Cars, Trucks,
Tractors, Stationary Engines
Send In your work for estlnmt.
1 063-6Btmo'wit Dtsrtr, Calends

W. N. U, DENVfcfl, NO.
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Rain! rain! We folks feel like
are living in the East.
Good health in attain being

'we

en-Jiy- td

in our neighborhood.
Mi's Clark and Mrs. O'Bunnon
Visited at Mr. Wilburn'a Sunday.

C. Dockery called at W. T.
Gragg's Friday.
Ben Harbin wiig making his
regular cull in our locality Friday
I.

PVMDillg.

Jitn Uockery

made

a

trip

to

Cuervo after feed Friday.
A. Kecler. had business in towu

Friday,
Tom Easley visited Newt Epps
Saturday afternoon,
Mrs. W. E. Lang was trading
in

Curvt Saturday,

L. Landers passed through
our vicinity Friday on his way
from Cuervo.
Mrs. Keeter culled on Miss
Clark Saturday alternoon.
I. F. Seney made a trip to New
k'rk alter feed Wednesday.
r uuer sees wnere trie eauor is
asking the corespondent to wake
I never hear that word wake
tip.
up mentioned but what I think of
ft dream 1 had one lime. However
it was caused from an over indul
1
had
gence in Echo Bprings.
been having a perfectly fine lime
that
and it was very early in
the morning when 1 finally got
around to where I could net a
chance at a much desired rest.
Well, 1 lost no timoin getting to
led, and was just netting into a
good, sound ateep when, as. luck
would have it, the blan.ed old bed
1
bioko down with a crash.
whs
fur too tired to fix it up then, so I
jiibt pulled three chairs in a row
and went to sleep on the sort of
shelf framed thereliy. ( Just a mo
Jiient, please, 'while we shift the
scene.)
I was in a rock quarry and lying
. on a rock
ledge nearly eight inches wide. 1 was never able to
lust liow 1 got there but
nevertheless 1 was there. I had
no idea how far it was over the
Bide to the bottom of the
quarry,
Bud I was alraid lo raise
up to
fii'd out for fear I would fall off.
Some two feet above me on the
wall grew a grapevine
(.Never
Bund how how it got there.) to
which 1 clung with nil my strength,
I had been hanging on desperately for some little time, when it
finally began to wiggle. Suddenly
it raised up and looked at me.
VV.

Jloly

When
.Jumped

vioke! It was a rattlesnake.
1 caw
u hut it was I It:!, go.

and
fell
The
ledge.
snake Ml also, mid ns I 1.11 1
Could see Mr. snake some 6 feet
hove me, mid worst of all, ho was
falling faster and faster gaining
on me every second. After a fall
Of several hundred leet ho
caught
it.
Op with me, and ceiled himself
now
lie
found my neck,
slopped
falling, thus necessarily cheeking
,ptf fall, nd uoue too soon either,
involuntarily,

Over the edge

tf

the

for had J fallen a vtry liftle farther I would have been mashid.
As it was my feet touched the
bottom and the simke hung suspended in the air, holding me in' a
half reclining prsiticn. Nothing
would pcrsuado him to let me go.
His soil grew tighter and tighter,
and the scenery grew darker and
darlse'r till owing to the fact that I
could no longer obtain the neces1
sary quantity of oxygen
quietly
croaked Ohl how I hated to do
this. Although 1 had always tried
to be good 1 bad also been kind of
mean, and now I was afraid that 1
would never see the pearly gales.
I was suddenly aroused
from my
thoughts by the honkl honk! ol
an auto horn, and I turned around
to see old "Mesphisto in his Ford.
( This is the only kind of a conveyance that can be successlully used
down there on account of the
heat.) He told me tp get in,
which I did, and he took me down,
down. down. It Rot warmer and
warmer, finally hotter and hotter,
till at last we auved at the region
lannliarily known as Hads, The
Devil met us at the door, and asked me a few qtiMions about my
lite. Alter some little time said he
could r.ot take me in, He said he
could not take in any but the very
worst criminals, as he felt that he
ought to save what little space be
had left for his hosom friends, the
Germans. He finally got Saint
Peter on the phone and asked him
if he had room for nie
up there.
Saint Peter said he hud plenty of
room all right, but thut wasn't the
question, so the Old Hoy told him
all about me, and St. Peter finally
agreed to take me in.
Mesphisto
took me bu;k half way, and we
were met by Gabriel in his 913
horse power Triplane, in which I
my journey to the
completed
Pearly Gates. This was indeed a
great ride, and several times we
were nearly run into by stray stars
driven by people who were more
interested in something else than
teiming io Business, (.mere are
lots of those on earth, too, you
1.
...
mow,; rinaiiy 1 neaa some one
as
laughing
though they would
pop. The gates fadud away, mid
. r
1 . I
jioiy unioKei iviti, wnat are you
trying to do; hang, your sell? I
awoKu, anu mere l was wttn jone
end of the sheet wrapped around
my neck and the other end around
,
.1.
uacK 01 one 01 tie ciiairn, so
uie 11
Ihat I was lying on the floor (I
had rolled off tho chairs.) with my
head held a good foo' above the
floor. I was nearly strangled and
it was nearly 03O A. M., and 1
was due at the office at g. 1 dress
ed with a lick and a promise and
got to work as soon tis possible,
but, luckily, my boss had also
bued out the night before, and wo,
instead of arriving at the office al
the usual time, he had to stay at
home with a block- - of ice tied ou
his head. 1 drew a long breath.
My job was safe,
As news is scarce, will close.
.

1

1

1

1

--

Fuller Notions,

Knobb Items.
Spring
do

not

is-- -

here

alright,

wish to be referred

Jeff, the

and
to

I

as

slacker.

Mrs, D. K. Holland entertained
at dinner, Sunday, the following
persons: J. C. liaily and family,
K. N. Yates and Lon Osborne.
Ths occasion being Mr. Holland's
birthday anniversary. Here's wishing him many more happy birth-

days.

CLLPPfcJi.

True school house, Saturday.
Artura Sandoval and Leopoldo

the

Kael were in Knobb, Sunday.

For
Weak
Women

Pat Quintana had the misfortune
of
getting his hand mashed while
jacking his car up one clay of last
week.

Joseph Putner went to Cuervo
Saturday.
Cleve Biashears was visiting at
his ranch, Sunday.
Mr. Murry of near Newkirk, and
one of the Brian boys were at Lon
Osborne's, Sunday morniug.
T. J. Yates vaccinated his calves
lust week.
Mabel Bailey called on Mrs R.
II. Wells, last
Thursday.
C. A. Waddell of the True
has movtd back to the Wilson pluce, and is sending I119 children to the Knobb school.
Yes, Hay Heed, our corner week
before last was quite interesting!,
Let's keep it up.
right

In lie iW Avpr IfivMrc!

after-effect-

Jeff.

I am sending the
following Bible
reading winch is worth reading. I
clipped this from the Pentecostal YA
Herald, in 1914 and pasted it on a
card board, and have received
many helps by reading this.
I
hope every Clipper reader will be W A
benefitted by same:
When in sorrow, read John 14,
When men fail you, read Psalm
27.
When you have sinned, read Psalm YA
Si.
When you worry, read Matthew

01
ft

34.

Before church servioes, read Psalm
When
Psalm
When
Psalm
When
Psalm

you
91.

are

you have
34,
God seems
139.

When

you

in

blues,

read

far away,

read

,

7;

17.

fl

You can rely on Cardui.
bureiy it win ao tor you
what it has. done for so
many thousands of other
women! It should help,
"1 was taken sick,
eemed to be
,"
writes Mrs. Mary E. Veste,
of Madison Heights, Va.
"I got down so weak,
could hardly walk . . .
just staggered around.
. . . I read of Cardui,
and after taking one bottle, or before taking quite
all, I felt much better. 1
took 3 or 4 bottles at
that time, and was able lo
do my work. I take it in
the spring when run- ....
uuwu. 1 luu 110 uppciuc,
I
and commenced eating.
It is the best topic I ever
saw." Try Cardui.

-

...

.

When you are lonely or fearful,
read Psalm 23.
When you forget your blessings,

read Psalm 63.
For Jesus idea, of a Christian, read
Matthew 5,
For James' idea of Religion, readj
James i; 27,
When your faiih needs stirring,
read Hebrews 11.
When you teel down and out, read
Romans 89; 31 to 39,
When you want courage ifor your
task, read Joshua 1.
When the world seems bigger than
God, read Psalms 90.
When you want rest audi peace,
read Matthew 11; 25 to 30.
vVhen you want Christian assur
ance, read Romans 8; 1 to 30.
For Paul's secret of happiness,
read Colossians 3; 12 to 17.
When you leave home for labor or
travel, read Psalm 121.
When you grow bitter or critical
read 1st Corinthians 13.
When your prayers grow narrow
or selfish, read Psalm 67.
For Paul's idea of Christianity,
read" 2nd Corinthians 5; 15 to 19.
For Paul's rules cn how to tret
along with men, read Romans 12.

From Mrs. Edgerton.

E. A Davis, who is working on
the Bar Y rauch, passed through Hot Srings, Ark. Mar. 3I, I9I9,
To the Cuervo Clipper.
Knobb, Saturday enroute to visit
We are wondering why we bave
his folks. ,
not rncsived a copy of your very
H. L. Potter, A. E. Wilks and
valuable paper. Have been here
V. E. Strickland of near Varia-derthree week, and r anxious lo
get
were seen going to the
city, some homo news.
Hope you havn't
lust week,
had a sand storm that covered
you
Adolfo Sna has been hauling
up so deep that it stopped business
bear grass to town, the past wek.
We are surely enjoying :he nice.
Pat Mormon was in our com- calm sunshine here. No wind. I
munity, oue day cf last week.
keep thinking it will blow some
Clark
Cain
and du, but have been agreeably dis
Hugh Bennett,
Juan Sena were at D. R. Holism)' appointed.
one evenitig of last week ou busiHot Springs is the busiest city I
have been since leavine the r.ast R
ness.
An intt rtuuimciit was given at years ago. They claim "25,000

visitors

town.

busy

To get best results from bathing and water, people should come
prepared to stay two or three
months. The water is the finest
yet discovered and the only water
known to contain Radium. The
effect it has 011 the skin is wonderful. We Idok like different
bathing in and drinking
of it. It has taken off that New
Mexico tan and left the skin solt
and smooth.
peo-ple'sin-

Mr.

Edgerton is improving rapidly. His feet are stvhe can wear
his shoes and he takes long walks.
We are thinking now
wll leave here on Apr.
please send our paper

of intention to make three-yea- r
proof
to establish claim to the land above described bclor
TJnite.d
Slates
at Cuervo, N, M.? on Apr.
18,191V.

Claimant names as witnesses:' .
Margarito Garcia, Concipcion Domin-gueboth of Variadero, N. M
Brigito
Gonzales, Juan M. Sena, both of Cuervo,

s,

11.

m.

Francisco Delgado, Register.
F P Mar 14
L P Apr 11.

1919.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa
N. M.. Mar. 11, 1919.
Notice is hereby pven that David W.
Hamilton Jr., of Cuervo, N. M. who on
May. 12, 1916, made Second Homestead
Entry No. 02S693. for NEVi, Section 23.
SESE'i, Sec. 2t. and on July 21. Iyl7,
made Add'l. II. E., No. 032282, for
NV2SEV4,
NEliSWVi, Seetion 24, T. 10N..
1an(;e 21 E.,N. M, P.' Meridian, lias filed
notice of intention to make final three-yea- r
Proof, hi establish claim to the land
above described, before United States
Commissioner,
at Cuervo, Guadalupe
Co., N. M., on Apr. 22,1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U.S. Land
office at Santa Fe, N. M. Mar. 14, 1919.
Notice is hereby (Jven thut Mrs. Esther E. Northcrafl. mother and beir
of Floyd
C. Hoover, deceased,'
Variadero, N. M, who, on Nov. 29, 1915,
made Homestead Entry, No. 025295, for
S"2, Section 34, Township 12 N., Range
23 E., N.
M. P.
Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to jnake three- -'
year Proof, to elablish claim to the land
above described, belore United Stales
Commissioner, at Coorvo, Guadalupe
Co. New Mexico, on Apr. 24, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. M. Barnes, J. L.
Nichols, William
Alonzo Osliornfi, R, C. Brashears, C. A.
all of Variadero, N. tL. and
Boylan,
Itrinn and
V. J
all of S. P.
Ferguson,
Morton, ol Cuervo, N. M.
N. M.
Cuervo,
rauci-JcDehzado. Reeister.
Francisco Delgudo, Register,
F. F. Mar 21, LP, Apr 18, 19I9.
F P Mar 14,
L P Apr 11, 1919.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, V. S. LanH
Department of ihe Interior, U. S. Land Office at Tueumcari, N.M. Mar. 20, 19hj.
office at Sauls Fe, N. M. Mar. 14, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Thomas C
Notice is hereby given that Bonk McCutchen, of Riddle, N.
M., whoou
Gcrdes, of Cucnro, N. M., who, on Sept. 20, 1915, made Homestead Entry
Feb. 23, 1916, made Enlarged Homestead No. 024759, in the Saute
Fe Land
Entry, No. 025838 for Lots 1, 2,SJNEV,t,
for SE'4, Sec. 13, T. 7 N., R.24 E.,
Section 7, Township 8 N., and tut Oct 9 I9IS, made Add'L Hd.
EWWty,
Range 21 E., N(. M. P. Meridian, has
No. 1)18975, in the Tueumcari land
filed notice of intention to make final District, for SW '4 See.
18, Townshin7 N..
three-ye- ar
proof, to establish claim to R. 25 E.. N.M. Is. Meridian, has filed no- the land above described, before United tiee of intention lo make
final three-yea- r
States Commissioner, nt Cuervo, New proof to establish claim to the lan 1
above
Mex., 011 Apr. 25, 191';.
described, befor- - J. F. Harbin, U. S. Commissioner, at Cuervo, N. M., on the
Claimant names as witnessrss!
B.F. Harbin, G. M- Cunningham, both of 20th day of may, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses
Cuervo, N. M. and W. P. Ponder and V.
Barnhart, both of Juun de Dios, N. M.,
J. L.llall, W. F.. Hall, J. O. Sneed and
J. II. Cope, all of Riddle, N. M.,
Francisco Dclgado, Register.
F. P., Mar 21. 1918 .L. P. Apr 18. I9I9
R. P. Donohoo, Register.
F. P. Mar 28,
L. P. Apr 25, 1919.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. M. Mar, 27, 1919.
Office ut Tueumcari, N. M, Nar. 19, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Victor tee
Notice is hereby given that George
Epps, of Simla Rosa, N. M., who, on
C. Wright, of Cuervo, N. M..
who. on
May
24, 1915, made Homestead Entry,
No. 023716, for EVfcNEty, NEV4SE, Sec. Aug .I9, 1913, made Homestead Entry
13, and on
21, wW4, W4SW4, SEV(NWW,Sec 22; No. 018814, Ur SWVi.Sec.
T. 7 N., Rn(!e23 E., N. M. P. Meridian, June 15, 1916, made Ad, Homestead Entry
No. OI9192, for Sw'mwVi, See. 13, S',inEty:
has filed notice of intention
to make
final three-yea- r
Proof to establish claim nw'iiiLli.Section 14, Township 9N.,Range
25 E, N.M. P. meridian, has tiled
nutwe
to the land above described, before
United States Commissioner, at Cuervo, of intention lo make three-yea- r
proof,
to establish claim to the land, above.de-seribeGuadalupe Co., N. M., on may p, I9I9.
before J. F. Harbin, U. S. Com
Claimant names as witnesses:
C. C. Cook, ol Cuervo,N.m. S. B. Tadlock, at Cuervo, PJ. M., on may 12, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
of Juan de Dios, N. M, C. E.
Eppa, and
W. O. Sears, R. D. Huffman, W. U.
S. W. Morrow, both of Santa
Rasa, N.M.
I arsons and A. G. Lylc, all of
Francisco Delgatlo
Cuervo,
Register.
F. P. Apr 4,
L. T. may 2, I9I9. N. M.
R. P, Ponohoo, Register.
F P Mar 28.
L P Apr 25, 1919.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Sama Fe. N. M. Mar. 28, 191y.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Notice is hereby given that
James
ol tlie Interior, V. S. Land
V. Petty, of Riddle. N. M., who, on Department
Office at Tueumcari, N. M., mar 19, 1919.
Mar. 4, 1916, made Second Homestead
NOTICE is hereby Given that William
Entry No. 024601, for the South Half of
A. Wilkinson, of Ritchey, N. M.,
Sectiou
who,
23, Township 7 N.. Range
on Dec. 15, 1915, made Enl'gd Homestead
33E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Entry, No. 01 7928, for S'2, Sec. 34, and on
of intention to make final three-yea- r
1 9. 19I8, made Add'l.
Stoc
Proof, to establish claim to the land Sept.
No. 020885.
for SW4NFA.
above described, before United States entry
Section 34, Township
7 N.
Range
Commissioner, at Cuervo, Guadalupe Co.
25
Last, N. M. P. Meridian, has
N. M on the 13 day of may, 1919.
filed no tree ol intention lo make final
Claimant names as witnesses:
three-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim tu
W. E. Hall, J. L. Hall & J. O.
Sneed, the land above described, before J. F.
all of Riddle. N, M, and R. L. Fox, of
S.
Harbin, U.
Commissioner
at
J nan de Dios. N. M.
N.
M.
Cuervo,
on .the 14th da
Francisco Dclgado, Rigist r.
of May 1919.
F. P. Apr 3.
L.P. May 2nl9.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Joe Ritchey, Ike Wood, F. L. Pike, all
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U S Land of Ritchey, N. M. and J. E- Murpbf,
Office at Tueumcari, N.M. mar. 19, I9I9. of Ft. Sumner, N. M'
R. P. Donohoo, Register. '
Notice is hereby given that Alice L.
1918
L P Apr 23,1919
FPniar28,
Barker, formerly Alice L. Whilelcy, of
Newkirk. N. M. who, on Jan. 3, 1916,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
made Eul. Homestead Entry, No. 019276,
fir SMi, Sec. 29, and on Sept. I9, I9I8,
Detriment of the Interior, U. S. Land
made Add'l.
Entry No. Office at Tueumcari, N. M., Mar. 21, 19I9.
021)928, for SJN EH, Sec. 29, SViSE'4, NEH- NOTICE is hereby given that Una V.
SEVi.Sec 30.T.10 N. Range 26E., N. M. P. Robertson, of Newkirk, N. M
who, ou
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to Jan. 24, 1916, made En Homestead
Entry,
make final three-yea- r
proof, to establish No. 019336, for SljNEVi. Sec. 24, T. 10
claim to the land above described before N R. 25 E., N W'4, Sec.
lq, S'iSW'4, Sec.
Register & Receiver, U. S. Laud Office, 18, Township 10 n.. Range 26 E., N. M.P.
al Tueumcari, N. M on May 23, 1919. meridian, has filed notice of intention
lo
Claimant names as witnesses:
make final three-yea- r
proof, to establish
1.. B. Robertson,
J, P. Aragon, both of claim lo the laud above described, before
Newkirk, n, m. and F. 11. Gibson and Register k Receiver, U. S. Land Office,
Mitlie Gibson, both of Montoya, N. M. at Tueumcari, N. M., on
May 13, 1919.
II. P. Donohoo, Register.
Claimant names as witnesses:
F, P mar 28.
LP Apr 25, 191". Ada Lovin, E, F, Cum, Cumicindo
Romero and L. B. Robert-sonall
of
-

,"v

a

021803, for WViNEU, WViSE'4, SSWi,
Section
NE'4SWi4,
SEViNWU,
7,;
N.,
Range 24 E.,
Township 12
N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice

Cm-tr- y

All Druggists

and 60,CO0
So it mikes

PUBLJCTION
Department of the Interior, U- - S. Land
Office at Sanla Fe, n. in., Mar. 6,- I9I9.
Nutice i hereby given that Antnoio
Comities, of Vaiiadero, N. M. who, on
Sept. 21, 1914, made Homestead Entry No.
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are discouraged, read
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to he fruitful, read here now.

Isaiah 40.
If you want
John 15.
When doubt comes to you, read
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The Woman's Tonic

Liberty Hill Items.
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TAKE

As I have done my "bit" for this
week, I'll close bv promising not
to stay away so long again.
Good-lucto you all.

iy to

YA

Thousands of voluntary
letters from women, telling ol the good Cardui
has done them. This is
the best proof of the value
of Cardui. It proves that
Cardui is a good medicine
for women.
There are no harmful or
habit -- forming, drugs in
Cardui. It is composed
only of mild, medicinal
ingredients, with no bad

com-irtuni- ty

6;

I

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S. land
office at Tuciimcari, N, M. Mar'. 1, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Jasper
of Cuervo, N, M., who, on
May. 20, 1911, made Second Enlarged
Homestead Entry No. 016125, for NWti,
and
WHNEH,
Section
NljS'rVH.
29, Township 8 N,. Rnge 25 E N. M,
P. Meridian, ha. tiled notice of intention
to nittke
final .three-yea- r
proof, to cslublioh claim to the land
above described
before J. F. Harbin,
U. S. Commissioner,
at Cuervo, N. M.
on the 15ih day Apr., 1919.
Claimant names n wiinessea:
John II. Downing, Joseph
- O'Bannon
Isaac Bray and Christopher C. Cook,
all of of Cuervo, N. M.
It. P. Douohoo, Register.
F P Mar 7,
LP Apr 4, I9I9

that

we

2nd, so
to Fort

Myers, Florida.
Kindest regards to all our New
Mexico friends.
-

Mrs. Win. Edgorlon.

Resolution
WHEREAS, It has pleased Almighty God iu His infinite wisdom
to take from our midst one of the
foremost stockmen of tho State,
and one of our most respected and
beloved members, Governor William C. McDonald, whose loss is
keenly felt by the New Mexico
Cattle and Horse Growers Association and each of its members, as
well as every stockman in New
Mexico and

WHEREAS, In the death of
Governor William C. McDonald,
the commonwealth and the livestock .industry of New Mexico haye
sufferod an irreparable lose, now,
therefore, be it

RESOLVED, By the Ntiw MexCattle and Horse Growers' As
sooiation in convention tassembled
at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
ico

March 35, 26 and 27, 1919, that we
tender our sincere sympathy to the
bereaved family of Governor McDonald, and that copits of thrs
resolution be sent to mem bits of
Lis jamily and to the press throughout the state.

Stock-ltaisin-

g

,

READ THE CLIPPER,

IT'S $t PER YEAR

New kirk, N. M.
R. P. Donohoo, Register,
F P Mar 28.
L P Apr 25. 1019.

